
Decals 

Images from Leacy except where stated.  

 Roadster hood header rail  

 Air filter cans up to 1969  

 Air filter cans 1970 to 1976  

 Air filter cans 1977-on (Miniphernalia)  

 Heater case, facing forwards, between ports  

 Heater motor, top  

 

Speedo - could be black, red or green. However on my 73 and 

75 the knob points downwards behind the dash so 'clockwise' is a matter of 
interpretation, and doesn't need to be pushed, just turned. It seems that 
some North American (at least) types do have to be pushed up then turned 
to have the desired effect. It seems that their late-model speedos (79-80?) 
had a push-button reset on the face. 

 

Rocker cover - carb side, black screen-printed plate to 
65, sticker as here 66 to 72 

Rocker cover - plug side, plate up to 66, sticker 67 to 72 
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 Rocker cover - 18V engines to 1979  

 Container for replaceable oil filter element  

 Round washer bottle  

 SU fuel pump  

 Bonnet slam-panel, Mk2 on chrome bumper?  

 1970 on chrome bumper?  

 Rubber bumper replacing the previous two?  

 

(Moss Europe) 

Clausager shows this label on the battery cover of a 
1980 roadster. Apparently a UK car, I could expect it on 
a North American model with factory electronic 
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 V8 radiator  

There are very many more for North American spec, mainly concerned with their emissions and car ID requirements.  

Crankcase Breathing  

See also Engine Side Covers.  

Non-positive system used until February 1964. This uses a hose from the rocker cover to the front air-cleaner (outside the filter) and a 
non-ventilated oil filler cap. (Photo: Clausager, Original MGB)  

  

There is also a hose on the front tappet chest cover clipped to a stud or blanking-plate screw where the mechanical fuel pump is on 
other models, just hanging down with an open end. (Image: Auto-Part.com)  

 

ignition, less so an RHD model with points. (British 
Wiring) 
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In February 1964 a positive ventilation system was implemented. Until October 1968 it consisted of a PCV valve mounted on the 
inlet manifold, plumbed to a port on the front tappet chest cover. The oil filler cap is now ventilated with a restriction and a filter. 
(Photo: Clausager, Original MGB)  

  

Cover 12H1399 (above) with internal filtering and oil separation, used with the PCV valve. (Chris Howells)  
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In October 1968 the PCV valve was replaced by carb ventilation, with ports on both carbs connected together and taken down to the 
front tappet chest cover. The oil filler cap is ventilated as before. This system was used on UK cars until the end of production.  
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Cover with external filter and separator 12H3684 used with carburettor ventilation until the 18V779/780 engines for the 74 model 
year. However the Parts Catalogue states that rebuilt engines used the cover below, as is the case on Bee's Gold Seal engine. Image 
from William Revit in Tasmania via the MG Enthusiasts forum.  

  
Cover 12H4395 (below) again with internal filtering and oil separation, used with original 18V797 and later engines, and for all 
rebuilt 18GG and later engines. (Chris Howells)  
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North American spec from October 1969 with the charcoal canister. Originally with twin SUs connected to the front tappet chest 
cover as before, but with a non-vented oil-filler cap. This version shows the later single Zenith/Stromberg carb and anti-runon valve. 
(Photo: Clausager, Original MGB)  

 

V8 with individual hoses and oil/flame traps from carbs to rocker covers.  
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Rear of the V8 air-cleaner box showing the breather intake filter with mounting clip and hoses.  

 

Cylinder Block  

Hole in the wall (No.1 cylinder) ...  
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... clearly visible with a light shone down the water jacket:  

  

No.2 piston completely clean ...  
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... and covered in nicks, probably from the piece broken off the exhaust valve 10k ago:  

  

Cylinder Heads  

Three combustion chambers from Lyndsay Porter's 'Improve and Modify MGB': On the left what he describes as a 'very early' head 
with a pronounced protrusion between the valves (A) which he says causes adversely affects gas flow, as well as a noticeable 
'curl' (B) around the lower right of the plug hole. Centre a significantly reduced protrusion as well as slightly less of a curl, on pre-
1970 heads. And on the right a later head with the protrusion reduced still further, with the curl reduced still further.  

  

Two from Sean Brown's Flowspeed.com (re-orientated to match the others): On the left a 12H906 head he says were the earliest used 
on the MGB from 64-65, however this is more like Porter's middle picture. On the right a 12H2923 head Sean says was used from the 
start of the 1972 model year to the end of chrome-bumper production.  
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Bee's head. This is from a Gold Seal 48G733 engine equivalent to the 18V58n series used from the 1972 model year, 12H2709 with a 
7E3 (1973) date code, used for the remainder of chrome bumper production. The protrusion looks to be less than Porter's middle 
picture but more than the right, with the curl about the same as on the right.  

  

The Peter Burgess supercharger head. Protrusion about the same as Porter's third picture, but cut back significantly above the exhaust 
valve, as well as polished all over.  

  

The two oil-feed arrangements (arrowed) from Sean Brown's pages: Original 'in-line' arrangement on the left, offset on the right.  

  

Two formats of date code were used as shown by Sean Brown - basically chrome-bumper era on the left (1966) and rubber-bumper 
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on the right (1974). However he assumes that on the right 'K' represents October as 'I' was not used for month 9 i.e. September as it 
could be confused with the digit '1' (even though it didn't cause a problem in the earlier format). But as digits were not used for the 
month in the later format, and the two-digit number clearly indicates which way round the code should be orientated, so 'K' could 
equally well represent December:  

  

Bee's 12H2709 (casting number) Gold Seal head - 7E3 (1973) on a 17D2 (1972) block  

  

This is an example of a 12H4736 casting dated 1977. It is from an old eBay ad for a head purporting to be from a 1974 engine, which 
just goes to show you can't assume what is in your car is original or even correct:  
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The following table has been derived from the Parts Catalogue and Sean Brown's Flowspeed.com page, but note he majors on engines 
for North America. There are some inconsistencies with dates and descriptions as indicated:  

Engine No. Part No. 
Casting 
No. 

Dates produced Comments 

18G, GA NSP 12H906 May 62 - Oct 64 Described as 'With valves' - possibly a built-up version of 48G318 

18G, GA 48G318 12H906 May 62 - Oct 64 With valve guides 

18GB 101 to 
91200 

48G318 12H1326 Oct 64 - Nov 67 With guides 

18GD 101 to 7000 48G318 12H1326 Nov 67 - Oct 68 With guides 

18GF101 to 13650 48G538 12H2389 Nov 67 - Oct 68 With guides and air injection 

18GG 101 on 48G318 12H906 Oct 68 - Aug 71 With guides 

18GH 48G538 12H2389 Oct 68 - Aug 70 With guides and air injection 

18GJ 22674 on 48G538 12H2389 Oct 69 - Aug 70 With guides and air injection 

18GK 48G538 12H2389 Aug 70 - Aug 71 With guides and air injection 

18V581/2/3 12H2708 12H2709 
Aug 71 to Nov 
73 

With guides, large inlet valves See note 1 

18V584/5 48G644 12H2923 
Aug 71 to Aug 
72 

With guides and air injection, large inlet valves 

18V672/3 48G644 12H2923 Aug 72 to Sep 74 With guides and air injection, large inlet valves 

18V779/780 12H2708 12H2709 Nov 73 - Sep 74 With guides, original inlet valves See note 1 

18V836/7 See note 2   Sep 74 to Dec 74   

18V846 12H4735 12H4736 Sep 74 to Jun 76 With guides, original inlet valves, offset oil-feed 

18V847 12H4735 12H4736 Sep 74 to Oct 80 With guides, original inlet valves, offset oil-feed 

18V797 BHM1062 CAM1106 Aug 75 to Jun 76 
With guides and air injection, lead free, original inlet valves, offset oil-
feed 

18V798 BHM1062 CAM1106 Dec 74 to Aug 75 
With guides and air injection, lead free, original inlet valves, offset oil-
feed 

18V801/2 BHM1062 CAM1106 Jun 75 to Jun 76 
With guides and air injection, lead free, original inlet valves, offset oil-
feed 

18V883/4 BHM1062 CAM1106 Jun 76 to Oct 80 
With guides and air injection, lead free, original inlet valves, offset oil-
feed 

18V890/1 BHM1062 CAM1106 Jun 76 to Dec 79 
With guides and air injection, lead free, original inlet valves, offset oil-
feed 

18V892/3 BHM1062 CAM1106 Aug 76 to Oct 80 
With guides and air injection, lead free, original inlet valves, offset oil-
feed 
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Note 1: The Parts Catalogue indicates 12H2708 was used on both engines but had the larger valves on 18V581/582/583 and the 
smaller valves on 18V779/780. 

Note 2: Some sources indicate that this head still had the larger inlet valves i.e. 48G644, but Clausager indicates that it may 
have reverted to the original smaller ones along with 18V846/847.  

Cylinder Head Remove/Refit  

The 'anti-clockwise spiral' sequence of progressively loosening and tightening the nuts.  

  

Note that in the drawing above the operator is standing at the carb-side of the engine, whereas in my case I have more space on the 
alternator side so choose to do top-work from there, in which case this may help.  

  

An original copper gasket copper side ...  
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... and 'steel' side.  

  

'Front' (left), 'MADE IN ENGLAND' and 'TOP' (centre) and '1800cc' (right) stampings very clear.  

  

Payen top ...  
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... and bottom - almost identical except for 'gold' wedges between each pair of cylinders on the top and larger 'silver areas underneath. 
 

  

'FRONT' and 'TOP' markings smaller and less distinct and you have to look closely and carefully. However it has the same 'stepped' 
front edge and curved rear edge (arrowed) as the copper.  

  

Head Gasket Change  

Pressure gauge in the cabin Teed into the heater valve to heater hose.  
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Head gasket showing signs of blow-by towards the water passages (lower)  

  

Pitting and erosion of the flat parts of the head that are inside the combustion chamber on cylinders 1 and 2 (shown), no trace on 3 
(shown) and 4.  
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40 thou overbore  

  

1 and 2 exhaust valves showing white indicating the front carb had been weak recently, also signs on the head surface of blow-by, 
like the gasket  
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Petrol slowly leaked out from No.2 combustion chamber  

  

Markings on the faces of the valve and seat, however this is No.3 inlet which wasn't leaking. This was probably the 'worst' visibly, 
there was nothing obvious on No.2 exhaust.  

  

A few minutes with grinding paste removed it.  
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All valves lapped in, and the head face cleaned up.  

  

Thermostats  

Typical wax-pellet stat:  

  

Thermostats are rated at a given temperature - typically 82 in the case of the MGB - stamped on the bottom of the metal cylinder 
containing the wax pellet:  
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A typical latching stat. As the stat opens the disc pushes its way down the brass-coloured strips (A). If it opens far enough for the disc 
to reach the recesses (B), then the disc locks in that position, and even when the coolant temperature reduces it will stay there.  

  

Typical Wahler thermostat and its 8 degree or so range from starting to open to fully open, and the 2 or 3 degrees difference between 
warming up and cooling down to reach a given partially open point. It is the ability to start closing when the temperature has dropped 
by only a couple of degrees that allows the thermostat to maintain a minimum coolant temperature (in most circumstances) with 
varying demand on the engine and changes in ambient temperature. The exception is in very cold conditions where surface cooling of 
the sump, block, and use of the heater may take so much heat out of the coolant it never gets hot enough to open the stat. Image from 
'viva-lancia.com'.  
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A wax stat when cold (left) and hot (right). The metal cylinder containing the wax (7) is in the coolant that is being heated by the 
block and head i.e. below the valve (3) which is closed. As the wax is heated it expands, squeezing the rubber sleeve (8). At a given 
temperature this overcomes the pressure of the spring (6) and starts to push the thrust pin (2) out of the rubber sleeve. Because the top 
of the pin is attached to the bridge (1), which is part of the flange (5) which is clamped between the head and the thermostat cover, 
this movement actually causes the metal cylinder to move downwards, which pulls the valve (3) downwards. This open the valve and 
allows coolant under pump pressure to circulate via the radiator and initiate cooling. If the temperature of the coolant starts to drop 
below a certain point the wax starts to contract, and spring pressure forces the pin back into the rubber sleeve to start closing the 
valve. Image from Hillier's Fundamentals of Motor Vehicle Technology.  

  

Filling/bleeding arrangements. Most stats of yore had a jiggle-pin in the fixed part as per the one on the left below, or the opening 
part. Originally I thought this was made of something that would float, and so allow maximum bleeding during filling but zero 
circulation during warm-up. However on a Wahler thermostat I have the jiggle-pin is metal - probably brass - and definitely does not 
float even when submerged in water. So this type will allow some coolant to circulate when warming-up, and the jiggle-pin (as its 
name implies) is there just to keep the hole clear. On the right is a cost-reduced version with no hole in the flange and hence no 
jiggle-pin, but a very small notch in the edge of the disc valve instead (circled). 

  

Bee's original Wahler has the jiggle-pin in the opening part, but all-metal so does not float and can only be there to keep the hole 
open.  
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That was an 88C, but although I changed it for an 82C I didn't notice any difference on the temp gauge until I had found the real 
problem for coolant loss and oscillation, which was headgasket failure.  

  

A replacement thermostat has no visible notch or hole, but water placed in the upper part i.e. above the moving valve does slowly 
trickle through. Whether this is by design and a concealed aperture or an imperfect seal I don't know, but it was such a small aperture 
that it only allowed me to get a few litres of coolant in when filling from cold i.e. causing a massive air-lock under the stat, so I had 
to drill a hole in the flange.  
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The bypass-port in the head. It lies just below the resting place for the thermostat, and you can see that when the original MGA stat's 
sleeve rose up it would cover this port. Note also the drilled passage inside the port leading down into the block (arrowed).  

  

This is the OE Smith's thermostat for the MGA. Note the moving sleeve around the outside of the lower portion. This sleeve blocks 
off the bypass port in the head once the engine has warmed and the stat has opened. Photo: Neil Cotty, from Bob Muenchausen's 
'MGB Engine Cooling' page.  
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A blanking sleeve from Moss Motors suitable for the MGA, MGB and Sprite/Midget.  

  

Standard MGB stat modified to become a restrictor by cutting the lower part of the frame off and removing the wax pellet with valve, 
and the thrust pin from the bridge:  

  

At a pinch you can achieve much the same thing by removing the spring (hook one end outside the frame then 'unscrew' it) and 
manually pushing the valve open:  
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Typical temperature gradients for the head and the radiator inlet (Rad (h)) and outlet (Rad (F)) during warm-up, working thermostat 
fitted. With no stat, or a stuck open one, the first two lines would be close and parallel, but flatter taking much longer to reach 
working temperature. With a stuck closed stat the head line would continue to rise and the rad line would stay very low until the 
coolant (in the engine) reached boiling point.  

  

Rocker Cover  

Rocker cover nut with spacer, cup washer and rubber washer added. There is almost 1/4" of the nut slicking through the rubber 
washer, this seems unnecessary if it isn't the intention that the cover nut should tighten down to the rocker gear nut to prevent 
crushing. And if my cover is distorted and that is why I can't get enough pressure on the cork gasket, it seems perverse not to have 
made the nut a bit longer to prevent distortion of the cover. But then I suppose, it would be at the mercy of rubber washer and cork 
gasket thickness ... The nut also shows signs of spreading at its lower (right-hand in the picture) end, presumably from some 
significant tightening once it had bottomed in the past.  
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When the cover nut is screwed down to the rocker gear nut there is 0.51" of the cylindrical part of the nut still above the cover. This 
is only a bit less than the thickness of the spacer, cup washer and rubber washer, which is why I can't get enough pressure on the cork 
gasket without one or more shims of gasket card under the cup-washer. 

  

Stud proud of the rocker cover by five threads. One opinion has it that the top of the stud should be 1/4" below the face of the cover 
that the rubber washer sits on. This would imply that face should be level with a line drawn from the base of the filler tube, and the 
very top of the cover at the right end. This simply can't be the case as all Clausager's photos, for example, clearly show the rubber and 
cup washers sitting in a recess. 
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Some general views of the cover. One problem with only tightening to the recommended 4 ft lb is that unless you have a very slim 
spanner to hold the cover nut still, or add another narrow spacer under the heater pipe bracket, the whole thing can turn while 
tightening the heater pipe nut.  

  

Slight bowing of the top which isn't really apparent until you squat down and squint over the top of the wing.  
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Also slight bowing at the end of the vertical channels. Again not that apparent (and not as much as might appear from the shading in 
the above photo), and as it's symmetrical i.e. at all four of them not obvious as a problem.  

  

Comparison with a 1980 rocker cover, still two threads proud of the cover.  
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The same 1980 rocker cover, and still some bowing at the bottom of the vertical channels.  

  

Conclusions? My gold cover is crushed, by about 3 threads going by the stud, and with only a little more bowing at the bottom of the 
vertical channels, but it doesn't seem different enough to be the only cause of the problem. However the 1980 cover nut does go 
down further than mine, and does apply sufficient pressure to the gasket, even with severely compressed rubber washers, without 
bottoming on the rocker gear nut.  

Subsequently during head gasket replacement I looked at the cover more closely. A socket placed where the rubber seal and cup 
washer goes shows the hole is badly distorted round the hole, touching at the green arrows, but a 3 or 4mm gap at the sides. Hence 
the constant small leaks down the side of the cover I'd always had.  
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Clamping the cover between a suitably-sized socket on the outside ...  

  

... and a tommy-bar type plug spanner on the inside that just happened to have the perfect diameter as well as being long enough so 
the edges of the cover were clear of the vice jaw. Wiggling the cover back and fore sideways and top to bottom ...  
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... flattened the holes out nicely.  

  

Dating the Block  

Locating the date mark, relatively easy with no emissions kit and the inverted oil filter:  
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Although a Gold Seal engine the engine number prefix of 48G is correct for the 1972 year of manufacture of the car, and appears to 
be pattern D, week 17, 1972:  

  

An 18G 3-bearing engine, just a '2' where the clock would be i.e. directly under the oil filter housing position. '12H750', some odd 
numbers higher up. The flange under the dip-stick hole is full length:  
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Probably pattern E or F, week 13, 1966, with an engine number of 18GB i.e. 3-bearing. Three '12Hnnnn' numbers, and 'AF2'. Flange 
under the dip-stick hole only going forwards:  

  

Another 18G/Gx block with the same three '12Hnnn' numbers as above, but this time 'AF1'. Date clock indicating 1967, so an 18GB 
or GD (Ryan Foster, USA):  
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This engine has 1970 on the dating clock, so an 18GG to GK, but a single 12H3248 casting number and 'AF5' (Mustang Shire):  

  

A five-bearing 18GH (from the engine number tag, so Oct 68 to Aug 70), again no clock or anything else under the filter, very 
different numbers at the left including '12H3508' but no 'AFn' number, and rectangular bosses for the sump screws instead of 
rounded:  

  

Probably pattern L, week 29, 1973. Engine number and originality to car not known.:  
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And yet this 18V673Z (going by the engine number tag) i.e. August 72 to September 74 has no clock:  

  

Barely legible - but the year digit looks more like a 5 than a 6, the engine number dates to about October 76 so the casting could be 
from late 75 or early 76:  

  

  

An 18V block with '12H3508' on two rows and 'AF1', and a date clock indicating 1975, i.e. an 18V 846/847, 18V 797/798, or 18V 
801/802. None of the other markings as on the previous engine. Back to rounded sump screw bosses(Jim Bronson, Canada):  
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An 18v883 of Jun 76 to Oct 80, clock with a single '7' indicating 77. The same '12H3508' (but on a single row) as above, and 'AF5':  

  

I've seen two examples where CAM1628 replaces the 12H numbers, with date wheels showing 1975 and 1976. (John Fraioli):  
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The 18GB, 66 dated block (as in the top picture on this page but before degreasing) with no position for the mechanical fuel pump:  

  

The 18GG to GK 70 dated block again with no position for the mechanical fuel pump (Mustang Shire):  
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The fuel pump aperture on an 18V block dated 73 and 12H3503 (Duane Timbers, Canada):  

  

An odd one this, block of unknown date or origin, has the long oil gallery rib of the 18Gx engines with the moulding for the fuel 
pump underneath it. (MGA Guru with an attitude):  

  

Dipsticks and Sumps  

The three dipsticks and tubes: 

� Top: 18G to GF, sliding dust seal, no stop. These rest on the sump bottom to give the correct oil quantity.  
� Middle: 18GG to GK and early 18V581/582/583, 584/585 and 672/673. These have a stop on the stick and need the correct tube 

to ensure the correct oil quantity. the tube screws into the crankcase. The stop effectively wedges into the tube to give a decent 
seal on engines with positive crankcase ventilation, where the crankcase is under vacuum all the time the engine is running.  

� Bottom: Later 18V. These also have a stop and need the correct tube to ensure the correct oil quantity. The tube is pressed in to 
the crankcase.  

The middle and bottom sticks are said to be interchangeable, but the tubes are significantly different lengths which will give 
significantly different oil quantity, more with what is indicated to be the later tube in this picture. This goes against the smaller 
quantity of oil that other sources indicate was used in the later engines, unless the longer pressed-in tube goes in much further than 
the shorter screwed tube, which seems unlikely. I have the straight stick in my 18V673, which would be correct, and comparing the 
exposed length of my tube and stick, with the sticks and tubes here, with an allowance for how much might be in the block, my tube 
is much closer to the long tube. Which still leaves the question about oil quantity on engines with the shorter tube. (image from 
British Automotive)  
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18G, GA to GF, and early 18GG and GK engines had the sump plug forwards of the right rear corner, sumps 12H395 (18G and GA) 
and 12H1426. When used with the early dipstick without the stop the stick rests on a raised portion of the sump (arrowed).  

  

After that the sump plug was on the corner on sump 12H3541 ...  
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... as that part of the sump was 'cut away' to access the torque converter bolts for the automatic gearbox via the hole in the engine 
back-plate. (Chris at Octarine Services)  

  

The bolt pattern on the 3-bearing sump is different to that of the two (interchangeable) 5-bearing sumps - the 3-bearing has an extra 
bolt along the left-hand side which moves the front left-hand one (lower left in these images) round the corner a little way. (Chris at 
Octarine Services)  
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Engine Mounts 

Chrome bumper 
Rubber bumper and V8 

Chrome bumper 

The chrome bumper control bracket (circled). The flange on the back of the bracket will contact the chassis bracket after a small 
amount of forward movement of the engine, preventing any further movement of the fan towards the radiator. Incidentally the two 
bolts that attach the mounting bracket to the engine front plate on the left-hand (carb) side, numbered 6 here, are countersunk, and 
there are corresponding recesses in the bracket itself. Logically this would be to prevent the heads of standard bolts rubbing against 
the rubber, but the two bolts on the right-hand (alternator) side are hex-head bolts. All four nuts are stiff-nuts, used with spring 
washers, whereas all the other nuts on the engine mounts are plain. Also note the optional spacer plate (13) which - when fitted - is 
always on the carb side. Image from Moss Europe  

  

Chrome bumper restraint bracket AHH7890, one of three types listed in the Parts Catalogue this is the only on available and is 
suitable for all chrome bumper cars. Spot the subtle difference to the drawing above! The two holes on the left go behind the bracket 
attached to the engine front plate, on the mount studs. The hole in the flange is a bit of a mystery, it can be used to mount the carb 
vent/overflow pipes P-clip with a nut and bolt (although the correct place for it with HS carbs is to a bracket (NLA) mounted on a 
stud or under a bolt screwed into the block where the mechanical fuel pump goes on non-MG applications). Interestingly the image 
above shows the early non-positive vent pipe being clipped to the rear-most of two bolts through the blanking plate for the 
mechanical pump. I'd wondered why the bracket for the vent/overflow pipes was such a complicated shape, instead of the clip being 
held by one of the bolts directly as on rubber bumper cars. The bracket was obviously designed to fit round this early breather, which 
was only used until 1964, after that the clip could have attached directly to that rear bolt!  
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Vent/overflow pipes attached to the chassis side of the mount as I'd seen on a concourse winner (also shows the countersunk bolts 
and stiff-nuts, arrowed) ...  

  

... so moving the pipes on their hoses as the engine rocked. Also shows the mechanical fuel pump blanking plate (arrowed), used for 
mounting the original crankcase pipe and carb pipe bracket. It's possible that the P-clip for the overflow pipes should go under the 
head of one of the blanking plate bolts.  
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Restraint bracket mounted ...  

  

... limiting the forward movement of the engine to about 1/4", with the carb pipes attached to it using the convenient hole so they 
move with the engine. I opted for this point rather than a pump blanking plate bolt, as they proved pretty tight working from above 
and I didn't want to risk starting an oil leak (OK it looks oily already but it doesn't drip).  
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Rubber bumper 

Showing the stud in the lower of the two possible positions when attached to the crankcase bracket. Note this is an old mount where 
the 'eared' or oval back-plate of the mount has been ripped off.  

  

Looking up into the chassis bracket from below. The locating plate is fitted so that the hole is in the lower of the two possible 
positions, to ensure the mount stud is near the bottom of the chassis bracket slot. (Drawings of a V8 but the same principle must be 
applied to 4-cylinder cars).  
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The chassis bracket from above. There must be sufficient spacers to prevent the stud lying in the bottom of the slot, but not so many 
that the locating plate cannot be fitted the correct way round. It's not indicated in the drawing, but this must be the near-side of a V8. 
The visible cross-member nut is slightly forwards of the chassis bracket, and the mounting plate is installed with its flat side towards 
the rear, and its angled side towards the front.  

  

Dimensions for fabricating a spacer (applicable to V8 right-hand side)  
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Showing the common point of fracture on left-hand 4-cylinder rubber bumper brackets (arrowed), also the correct orientation of the 
locating plate 18: Moss Europe  

  

V8 mount bracket orientation: The upper bolt securing the bracket to the block must be behind the stud on the mount that goes into 
the chassis bracket, putting the engine in the rear-most of the two possible positions:  

  

V8 Gearbox Removal  

Vee's gearbox started whining about a year after it was out for an engine rebuild and repaint - very annoying, as both have to come 
out again. It's usually said that the two have to come out together, which is simply not possible at home with a folding hoist, and I 
really really don't want to send her away again after the last time. With a double-length garage and Bee out of the way there is the 
length to work on the car and just shut the door on it at night. That would mean leaving Bee out for several days in winter weather, 
but fortunately pal Dave is in the process of remodelling a property so it's not occupied, and I can put her in that garage. The first dry 
day for weeks as I don't want to put her away wet sees Bee round there, and next day I can start. Also the start of a spell of cold 
weather with morning frosts, but there we are, just a matter of 'the right clothing'.  

So my preferred method is to remove the engine first, then the gearbox, which would be my choice on the 4-cylinder as well. Not a 
trivial task in any event, but there are several aspects of the V8 which make it trickier:  
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� The bell-housing bolts sit further back on the V8 than they do on the 4-cylinder and are in the tunnel.  
� But more significantly they are bolts that screw into the V8 block, instead of bolts through the 4-cylinder engine back-plate with 

nuts that are effectively in the engine bay, so you have no option but to undo the bolts. With the 4-cylinder you undo the nuts 
just holding the bolts still, so they don't need any 'swing' space for a spanner.  

� With the 4-cylinder the bell-housing bolts are distributed fairly evenly around it, with the two lowest ones right at the bottom so 
easy to access. These are the last ones you undo (and the first to refit), as when the engine is hanging on the hoist and the tail of 
the gearbox is on one of the cross-members, the top of the back-plate and bell-housing are being pushed together, and the 
bottom is trying to pull apart. Once all the others have been taken out with the engine lowered, it is lifted until the gearbox is at 
the top of the tunnel. Then the gearbox is supported taking equal weight, the final two nuts - right at the bottom - are removed 
and the engine pulled forwards. That's the 4-cylinder! On the V8 all of them are round the upper half of the bell-housing and 
inside the tunnel (blue arrows below taken prior to reuniting engine and gearbox on the workshop floor after the engine 
rebuild), so the lowest two are up inside the tunnel even with the engine fully lowered, even higher when the engine and 
gearbox have been lifted to the top of the tunnel. The top two are right on top and not visible from underneath, and only just 
visible from above, at an angle inside the tunnel, with no space to fit even an angled ring spanner let along swing it.  

� Whereas with the 4-cylinder several bolts are left in the bell-housing to act as guide pins when pulling the engine forwards and 
refitting, but on the V8 as soon as the threads are disengaged there are just a couple of short dowels (green arrows) for location, 
so you have to be sure the gearbox and engine are supported equally as those dowels disengage, so you don't stress the first-
motion shaft. As it is, I'll have to partially unscrew the two lowest ones, ease the engine forwards to disengage the dowels, and 
the bolts will still be keeping the two more or less in line. If those have now become stiff to turn, I'll know the engine and 
gearbox are not supported equally, so can make small adjustments to one or the other until the bolts turn freely - that's the 
theory at any rate!  

 

  

However looking ahead to getting the gearbox looked at, one of my contacts came up with a local chap, and he said it is possible to 
get the V8 engine out on its own. You have to remove the engine mounts and mounting plates, and exhaust manifolds, and that 
allows the engine to sit a good 2" or more lower in the chassis. Then with the carb assembly off and heater hoses and heat valve out 
of the way you have more access to the top two bell-housing bolts. To get the off-side exhaust manifold off the rack needs to be 
removed, and removing the manifolds gives more access to the engine mounts, so quite a bit of work needs to be done to get to the 
point where you know you will be able to access all the bell-housing bolts. The engine has to be lifted right up so the mount studs are 
clear of the chassis slots so they and the mounting plates can be removed, so prior to that I disconnected the oil cooler and gauge 
hoses to avoid stressing them, removed the distributor cap and leads and fitted an old cap to protect the distributor innards. As I can 
only borrow the hoist for the final extraction I'm having to raise the engine by jacking under the sump with a wood block, and 
squeezing in and out between that and the wheel ramps first one side then the other is hard work. With the mounts and plate off and 
the engine lowered onto the chassis rails, and the carb assembly removed, there is a lot more access to the top two bolts as shown 
below, even though in this picture the engine is sitting on thin wood blocks in place of the mounts and is not quite as low as it can go. 
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However as there is so much work involved to get this far it would be advisable to check you can move the six lower bell-housing 
bolts first - slackening each then nipping back up. If you can't then there seems little point proceeding, and if you intend driving the 
car elsewhere to get the job done make sure any you have been able to move are retightened fully. If you can't get a socket on any of 
the bolts with a 3/8" drive, multiple extensions, U/J and socket try dropping the rear cross-member which will allow you to swing the 
tail of the gearbox an inch or so either way, which may give just enough clearance to the tunnel. Even then there is no guarantee that 
you will be able to move the top two.  

Having got access, the next question is will they undo! Joined together with both units on the workshop floor two years ago, and 
tightened with a 1/2" drive socket wrench, no torque I'm aware of. Even with the extra space it's not enough to get even my 3/8" drive 
socket wrench in there, let alone with a U/J, and especially not my 1/2" drive, a swivel head type might. I did lay in a 1/2" and 9/16" 
swivel-ended socket spanner, which did just go on, but is very close to the tunnel. My angled ring spanner went on easily, with the 
handle pointing out at a convenient angle. But it's shorter than the swivel ended let alone the socket wrench, and I couldn't get enough 
force on it to shift the nut. So get one of my oil cooler hose spanners, put the ring on that over the appropriate half of the open-ended 
jaw to get more than double the force ... the spanner was bending ... there was a 'crack' ... and the bolt was free. Ditto the second top 
bolt - phew! That took about four hours and enough for one day.  

The big question for the second half-day was, would the remaining six come undone! Underneath it looks like there is enough space 
to do one side but not the other, which is right up against the tunnel wall. Nevertheless I get my 1/2" drive socket with long and 
medium extensions and a U/J, and by leaning the wrench head against convenient chassis rail and cross-member they do come undo 
with the same 'crack'. I don't intend to disconnect the gearbox cross-member from the chassis rails until the last minute, which is 
giving a degree of stability to the engine as it's going up and down and only supported under the sump. The only way I can get access 
to the other side is by jacking up the engine and putting a chunk of wood where the engine mount goes on the side I want to access, 
so when I jack it down the engine is forced across to the other side ... and those three come free just the same. So that's all eight 
loosened now, and I have good chance of being able to complete the job. It's only now that I start thinking about everything else that 
has to come off - drain coolant, remove radiator hoses, remove fan guard, radiator, cooling fans (the fan comes off the motor replaces 
many years ago but I have to remove the other motor complete with fan), alternator, temp gauge sender, servo hose, coil to distributor 
wire, and anything else round the top of the engine, and enough for another half-day.  
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The next half-day was removal of centre cubby and armrest, gear lever, starter, clutch slave from bell-housing left hanging on hose, 
prop-shaft, speedo cable, and anything else round the gearbox such as disconnecting the gearbox sub-harness from the main harness 
at the heater shelf. I'd been pondering lowering the gearbox cross-member to give better access to the bell-housing bolts and more tilt 
on the engine, but didn't want to leave it completely disconnected. I found some long bolts that fitted the chassis rails, and used one 
each side in place of the four short originals. I had to remove Bee's chrome bumper when getting her engine out with this hoist, so felt 
I'd have to do the same with the rubber bumper. I didn't want to wait until I got the hoist as I want to crack straight on getting the 
engine out, so decided to take it off anyway, which meant removal of the mesh grille so I could disconnect the indicator wires from 
the main harness. I may have to remove the front valance as it is the ST 'scoop' type and projects forward slightly rather than simply 
curving back, but that can wait as I'll still have the morning before we tackle the extraction in the afternoon. That really is about all I 
can do, the bonnet has to come off but will wait until Dave comes round to help with the final extraction, but I can prepare by 
removing the rear hinge-to-bonnet bolts and slacken the front ones with plenty of padding under the rear corners and the front (as 
recommended by John Maguire) and disconnect the prop, so all that needs to be done is remove the front hinge-to-bonnet bolts and 
lift it off.  

  

I left the gearbox draining over night into a clean bucket, nothing in there next day, but some metal fragments in the hollow in the 
drain plug. Otherwise a day of rest, apart from constructing a support for the rear of the engine as that will have to go back minus the 
gearbox, which will then allow the car to be pushed back onto the full-length ramps so I can get Bee back from her temporary home. 
Hoist arrives that night.  
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Should be the big day, but Dave isn't available until 2pm which gives me the morning to ponder attaching the hoist and thinking 
through all the steps needed. I decide to remove the valance rather than risk damaging it, and it gives an extra inch clearance between 
car and hoist as well as giving me more room to slide under and back out, should have done that at the outset.  

  

Restricted for height in the garage, especially as the car is on wheel ramps, so I set up the hoist and leveller chains for minimum 
length. Not ideal as the leveller is shorter than the distance between the V8 lifting eyes, which means the chains will be at an angle 
and tending to pull the eyes towards each other, and towards the rocker covers. Last time putting engine and gearbox in together we 
used a strap through the eyes to the hook on the hoist, no leveller, and both eyes did end up bent, but how much of that was new and 
how much old I don't know. The strap was left longish, maybe about the same angle as the chains will be, so we'll see. That leaves 
the leveller quite close to the long carb plenum studs sticking up from the inlet manifold, so they come out. The rear attachment point 
is very close to the heater motor, to that comes out with its fan, and I dig out a couple of stout bolts with nuts, and big washers, to 
attach the leveller chains to the V8 lifting brackets. The heads of the bolts are very close to the rocker covers, so I remove the screws 
but leave them sitting there as a loose cover.  

  

Then I have to think about getting underneath to remove the remaining bell-housing bolts with the hoist in position, and really I don't 
think I'll be able to lie across those while getting underneath, and especially getting out again. When I did Bee's clutch I got in from 
the sides behind the front wheels. But the wheel ramps are only a few inches away from the end of the full-length ramps and not 
enough room. So I jack the one wheel up off the ramp and turn the ramp round, and take off the mud-flap, but still not enough room. 
Nothing for it but to jack the front wheels down to the floor and roll it forward a foot or so ... which needs the rack to be refitted 
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loosely, but it would need to be anyway to roll the car back onto the full-length ramps after engine and gearbox are out, so no big 
deal. Then jack back up and slide the wheel ramps under, facing the 'wrong' way as before to give me the maximum space from the 
sides. Finally I have plenty of room to get in from the side, but with the trolley jack in place as it will be to support the gearbox I can't 
reach across to the other side. So the mud-flap comes off that side as well. Really the front of the exhaust pipe is in the way as well, 
so round the back and completely remove the rear mount (only slackened before along with the centre mount), and I can pull the 
exhaust system back until the centre box reaches the centre mount. As well as being largely out of the way now, it also allows me to 
pivot it round so the front end is by the sill and not the tunnel.  

Next morning I hook up the hoist with leveller, but I'm still concerned about being able to lift the engine high enough to clear the 
slam panel before the end of the jib hits the ceiling, especially as the body will rise a couple of inches as the weight is taken off! With 
the engine pulled forwards clear of the gearbox I may need to lower the gearbox trolley jack, then jack the body to replace the wheel 
ramps with axle stands ... which needs two jacks ... and fortunately Dave has one as well. If we slide the gearbox out from under the 
car the body may have to go back on the wheel ramps again, plus be raised a bit more, as from measurements the space between the 
front cross-member to the floor for the height of the bell-housing is also going to be close, even though the body will be a couple of 
inches higher without the engine. Alternatively we could lift the gearbox out after the engine. Dave arrives in the afternoon so I start 
removing the side bolts between the bell-housing and the engine, leaving just the bottom two in place. Three come out no problem 
with fingers after a turn or two with the ratchet handle, but the fourth needs ratcheting all the way and comes out so far and no more. 
I think it is clear of the thread in the engine, so wedge a long screwdriver behind the head while I ratchet some more, which gets it 
out another half inch so must be clear. Then start jacking to raise the top of the bell-housing to the top of the tunnel ready to support 
the gearbox and remove the final two bolts ... and the hoist starts sinking! There is a small Mole wrench on the release valve instead 
of using the slot in the end of the jack handle, which is suspicious as it allows the valve to be tightened much more than it normally 
would be. Tighten it a bit more, and it seems OK, but then starts sinking again. So I try jacking as it is sinking but it gets to the point 
where is sinking as fast I can jack. Fluid? We dribble in hydraulic jack oil from a nozzle bottle, which involves lying the hoist on its 
back each time, but despite doing that repeatedly, when we stand it up again it still hasn't reached the bottom of the filler hole. 
Thinking if lack of fluid was the problem, having added a significant amount it must have made a difference. But no, once it starts 
sinking it does so until the engine is right back on the chassis mounts. Also before hooking it up to the engine I jacked the jib right up 
to the ceiling to check the clearance for the engine to the slam panel, and it didn't sink then. No way we can risk it, if it suddenly 
drops half way out it would all be over. Bugger bugger bugger.  

Dave leaves to call on a couple of places that might have a hoist and hits pay-dirt at the first - same type as this one so we know it 
will fit between the ramps. Next morning he brings it round, and the other chap collects the first hoist saying when he asked the 
person who had it before about it sinking he said "Oh yes, I just keep cranking ...".  

The first job is to clear as much space at the front of the car as possible which we should have done the previous day really. Hook up 
the new hoist with Dave suggesting we use the shackles through the lifting eyes on the engine instead of the lifting plates with bolts 
i.e. fit the chains the other way up, and that gives loads more clearance to both the rocker covers and the heater motor had it still been 
there - the power of lateral thinking. Raise the engine and gearbox ... and hoorah, no sinking! But the bolt that is stuck in the bell-
housing is jamming on the side of the tunnel, so ponder a bit, can see it from above with them lowered, so get a long screwdriver in 
as a drift behind the head, tap it with a hammer, and out it pops. Now the engine can be raised until the gearbox is at the top of the 
tunnel, and I can see the sump will clear the cross-member with a straight pull forwards, unlike the CB 4-cylinder where it has to be 
angled once the first-motion shaft is clear of the clutch splines before it can be pulled forwards any more. Now with a trolley jack 
under the front of the bell-housing I can start slackening the two lowest bell-housing bolts.  

One mistake was using the minimum length of chain being concerned about the headroom to get the engine over the slam panel, and 
we found the we couldn't turn the leveller handle as it was too close to the engine. But I'd set that before hooking it up testing the 
'twang' on each note by tapping them with a spanner gave the same sound so I was confident the engine would be at the right angle 
when it started to come free, and not stress the first-motion shaft or anything else. I undo the bottom two bell-housing bolts bit by bit, 
but can't get any separation top or bottom. So with a bit of wood against the bulkhead I put a breaker bar behind the top of the engine 
and the gap opens up a couple of mm. Underneath and no movement, so raise the engine a little, then Dave waggles the front of the 
engine from side to side - and Bingo movement at the bottom as well. So now it is a case of slackening the bolts bit by bit, pulling 
and waggling, checking that the gap opens up evenly all round. Then when they are about an inch apart there is a joggle and they are 
free! Now it's just a case of pulling the engine forwards so it is fully clear of the 1st motion shaft, and raising it to clear the slam 
panel. Part way up I measure the height from the top of the jib to the bottom of the sump, and compare that with the distance between 
the ceiling and the slam panel, and we have about 30cm spare, so that's one problem avoided and no need to lower the car, and I 
could have used another couple of links on the chains and been able to swing the leveller handle - must remember to do that for the 
refit. Hoist it the rest of the way up, pull it completely forwards, and swing it round to park it on a Workmate. Now for the gearbox - 
hoist chains attached to the bell-housing in preparation for the initial pull forwards to bring the OD clear of the fixed cross-member 
before lowering it, as with the rear cross-member disconnected I didn't want to risk it toppling off the trolley jack.  
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I'm deliberately leaving the gearbox cross-member on the gearbox to stop it rolling. Took the weight of the bell-housing on the hoist, 
got a trolley jack under the removable cross-member to lift the OD off the fixed cross-member and remove the temporary bolts 
though to the chassis rails ... but all that happened was that the bell-housing rose up in the air! All the weight is at the back of the 
gearbox, so that trolley jack has to go under the end of the OD, and I can remove the chassis rail bolts. Pull the gearbox towards the 
front cross-member clear of the fixed cross-member, and lower both the hoist and the trolley jack onto a plank so we can drag it 
forwards on that rather than the painted concrete floor. We are couple of inches short for clearance under the front cross-member, but 
jacking under one of the spring pans raises the car enough to pull it out ... and it's free! After the engine, this bit was really easy.  

  

Stand the gearbox on wood blocks to keep the first-motion shaft clear of the floor, ready to remove the cross-member and mounts, 
sub-harness, reverse light switch. I decide to remove the tower as well to investigate the OD switch actuation mechanism further, 
with a view to converting it to 3rd and 4th to overcome the coming out of OD on the over-run. Drain the gearbox first while in-situ, 
then after standing like this for a while lay it level and drain it again, and about another pint comes out:  
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I remove the nuts from the mount studs going through the cross-member which is much easier without there being a car above it in 
the way, but without the gearbox being held firmly in the body it makes it harder to pull the cross-member off the studs - not helped 
by forgetting to remove the two bolts that go up into the central bracket! So I opt to remove the bolts that go into the gearbox itself 
from one of the rubber mounts, then it can be lifted off the other mount stud:  

  

When dismantling bear in mind that there are up to 32 different ways the crossmember components can be installed!  

I'd been advised not to replace the mount rubbers unless absolutely necessary as new ones are so much harder, but these are definitely 
perished even having gone shiny and 'melted' in one area, so I will replace them. The central bracket circular rubbers can stay as there 
is no siogn of damage and they only restrain the gearbox against excessive forward movement in the event of a severe frontal impact: 
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The gearbox harness (on the V8) has a clip on the upper right bell-housing bolt, and another on one of the gearbox to bell-housing 
bolts by the reverse light switch. The harness is really hard and inflexible, with the wrapping tape damaged in several places, but 
more importantly the insulation is cracked on a couple of the wires near the terminations, so that will have to be replaced. The 4-
synch OD and reverse light gearbox harness AHC258 in the Parts Catalogue specifically states 'Not V8' but there is not another one 
shown. The V8 harness can be shorter as it only has to reach as far as the shelf under the heater motor, as the three wires involved are 
part of the tail leading to the heater motor and screen washer. The 4-cylinder version is longer as it has to reach the mass of 
connectors in the main and rear harnesses, but I suppose I'll have to use that one. MGOC and Leacy use part number AHC258, but 
Brown & Gammons uses '684', and Moss 'BL654'. Another purchase will be the release arm gaiter 22B450 as when removing the 
arm and cleaining it up the gaiter was virtually in three pieces:  

  

The pivot pin is also showing wear but as the hydraulics compensate for all mechanical wear at that end of the system that can stay:  
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The release bearing is interesting. Although it is a bearing-type and the face that contacts the cover-plate rotates with it, there is a 
noticeable flat worn on that face (left), whereas the new one on the right is rounded and matt:  

  

In the fullness of time after the gearbox has gone to the workshop (on 10th December) we will put the engine back in the car, with a 
support for the rear, push it back all the way onto the full-length ramps, so Bee can come back home. But in the meantime I extend 
the heat insulation on the inner wings. The original sections were working perfectly well, but as the manifolds extended back further 
it didn't look right.  

Bee's Clutch Change 2016  

Last updated 21-Dec-2019  

Previously replaced in 1994 I foolishly opted for an after-market roller-bearing release-bearing. As recounted elsewhere almost from 
the start it was making squeaking and wittering noises, then graunching noises in 2014, and finally this year I noticed it was dragging 
the idle down i.e. had seized. As this means excessive wear would now be taking place I started keeping a close eye on the clutch 
fluid level, as that is a good indicator of the wear. Finally the wear got to such a point that the slave cylinder started weeping, 
presumably the piston and seal having moved along the cylinder to a place it had never been before, possibly rough or corroded, 
where it couldn't seal. So that's it, change due.  

I borrowed the same hoist as for the 2008 change, although as this would be done in a single-width garage there was no opportunity 
for lifting the engine from the side of the car as I'd had to do for the rubber bumper as the arm wouldn't reach the middle of the 
engine. Hopefully being chrome bumper it might reach ... but no, so the bumper and grille have to come off, and when horizontal the 
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end of the arm reaches just past the middle of the engine, which is a relief. Another consideration doing it in the garage is do I have 
enough clearance to the ceiling to lift the engine over the slam panel. Up and over garage doors would reduce the available height 
still further, but as mine is a double-length garage I'm doing it in the middle so well clear of the open door. This also gives me plenty 
of space at the back for removed parts, and plenty at the front for the hoist and engine when it is removed so I can just shut the door 
on it all at night. The front of the car will need to be raised to get at the lower bell-housing bolts at the very least, again reducing the 
available space.  
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With the car in the middle of the garage the back wheels are on the lowered full-length ramps which raises it just enough to slide 
under to get at the middle exhaust clamps. It's quite close to the wall that side so reaching under from the side isn't an option. As I've 
previously found the drive-on ramps skid on the concrete floor if I try to drive up, I jack up the front of the car so I can slide them 
under the tyres. This hoist fits between drive-on ramps under the front wheels of the car, but the available height reduces still further 
as you take the weight of the engine on the hoist and the body rises on the suspension. A large hoist with long legs with the ends wide 
apart may not fit between drive-on ramps, so you may have to use axle-stands further back under the chassis rails. This will eliminate 
the problem of the body rising on the suspension as the hoist takes the weight of the engine, but I preferred the security of the ramps.  
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This time a leveller had been supplied with the hoist, but as that increases the distance between the end of the hoist and the top of the 
engine the arm has to be raised higher, and that brings the point of lift forwards from the middle of the engine as well as closer to the 
ceiling, so I decided to use the tow-rope under the front and the back and crossed over on top as I had before.  

Then it was a steady plod disconnecting/removing everything. But first I redrilled the holes in the bonnet hinges to aid reassembly - 
they were on both pieces but didn't line up. Don't know why as alignment has always been good. Then a pal came round to help me 
lift it off. Next was bumper complete with number-plate and badge-bar, and grille.  

  

I removed the air-cleaners, carbs and inlet manifold. On the bench the inlets of the carbs are uppermost, so they are plugged with a 
twist of clean paper. The crankcase ventilation hoses are removed, the fuel supply and servo hoses are tucked out of the way as well 
as the disconnected accelerator and choke cables. For the choke rather than undoing the inner clamp screw on the front air-cleaner 
bracket, which makes it a right fiddle getting the splayed strands of the inner back through the trunnion hole, I pulled the split-pin and 
disconnected the outer from the choke interconnecting lever. I removed the near-side engine restraint bracket, which has the carb 
overflow pipes attached to it, as an assembly. I have a solenoid valve in the vacuum line from carb to distributor so that comes off 
with the tubes as an assembly.  
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I had thought about disconnecting the exhaust manifold from the head and with the front, middle and back supports slackened pulling 
it across to the side of the engine bay. I did that for the head gasket change, but looking closely it seemed it wouldn't give me much 
clearance if any to the flange at the bottom of the block, and I didn't want to make things any more difficult for myself than needed, 
so opted to remove the down-pipes from the manifold. A 3/8" socket on extensions and with a UJ reached all the nuts easily, and I 
was surprised at the good condition of nuts and studs, although they had been replaced when this manifold was fitted in the early 90s. 
However three studs came out with the nuts. Getting the down-pipes out of the manifold was another matter! I had to wedge a piece 
of timber across the top of the pipes and under the chassis rails, lift the engine until that bowed, then hammer down on first one pipe 
and then the other with another piece of timber and a lump hammer. But that couldn't be done until I had disconnected the engine 
mounts. Shortly afterwards I came across someone who had done it leaving the manifold on the down-pipes, which is definitely 
easier.  

Removed the bottom hose from the radiator, with a large padded envelope under it to guide the coolant into a bucket rather than it 
going everywhere. Rather than pulling it off and everything rushing out, with the clamp slackened and pushed out of the way I wedge 
a screwdriver in the joint to create a small gap for it to trickle out, getting on with other things while it does so. Remove top and 
bottom hoses, and heater hoses - remember to open the heat valve when draining! Also the heater return tube from the rocker cover 
studs, just to get it out of the way.  

Disconnected the oil gauge pipe from the block, then the cooler hoses from block and filter adapter, and remove the radiator, 
diaphragm and cooler as an assembly (over-slung cooler on CB may be OK, but you wouldn't want to hit it with the engine. Under-
slung on RB can be left along with the diaphragm). Hoses need to be held up or positioned over containers to catch oil, and the filter 
adapter port needs to be plugged or a container positioned under it as unless you remove the filter first that will drip slowly but 
steadily the whole time. Plug and cover the oil connections on the block to stop anything falling in - I used the cut-off end of an old 
cooler hose and the old gauge hose.  

Remove the temp sender from the head, removing the lower bolt from the heater tap to release the support bracket, and carefully tuck 
the capillary and bulb out of the way.  

I had pondered leaving the starter on the engine, but it looked like it might foul the rack-shaft when pulling the engine back, so again 
opted to remove it to avoid making things more difficult than they need to be. That needs the distributor to be removed, which I do 
complete with clamp-plate, again plugging that hole. The bottom starter bolt needs a socket on an extension as the clutch hose is in 
the way, although you could disconnect that from the bell-housing first - however if the rubber dust-cover is loose that can get pushed 
off by the piston seal spring and all the fluid gush out. Top bolt is easy to access from above, then the starter can be pulled back and 
angled to lift out from above. This is with the inverted canister oil filter, the earlier suspended filter arrangement may be different.  

Incidentally the two starter bolts are different on engines attached to 4-synch gearboxes. The upper one goes through the engine back-
plate and into the bell-housing, so is longer. The lower goes into the back-plate only so is shorter. If a long bolt is fitted here it can 
foul the flywheel. However there is confusion over the thread type. The Parts Catalogue indicates they are both UNC thread; Brown 
& Gammons indicates they are both UNF; Moss Europe indicates the longer upper is UNC and the shorter lower is UNF. Moss 
makes the most sense - bolts that go into alloy castings are usually UNC, and those that go into steel are UNF.  

Alternator has to be removed to get at the off-side engine mounting nuts and bolts. Annoyingly, a couple of the nuts and bolts are 
non-standard and fractionally bigger across the flats, so my 1/2" ring spanners won't fit, and the open ends have to be wiggled on and 
off. There is often a spacer plate under the near-side mount - don't lose it!  

Just the bell-housing bolts left. I remove the top, upper side (the upper starter bolt also acts as the upper off-side bell-housing 
connection) and lower side nuts leaving the bolts in place to act as guides, and leaving the lower nuts until last. As you are lifting the 
engine initially with the gearbox attached to get the gearbox to the top of the tunnel, these are all that are required to keep the two 
halves together.  

Incidentally all bolts removed from tapped holes, and nuts from studs go back in and on so they don't get lost or mixed up. That 
pretty-much leaves just the engine mount nuts, washers and bolts to be fitted together and those and the bell-housing nuts and 
washers to be kept in a safe place.  

Now ready for the main lift. The front mountings come free with a bit of a bang, and I lift until the bell-housing reaches the top of the 
tunnel. Once there I jack under the bottom of the bell-housing to keep it wedged up there, and the lower bell-housing nuts can be 
removed, again leaving the bolts in place to act as guides.  

Which leaves the separate. Pull the engine back, only to find that the sump hits the cross-member before the end of the first-motion 
shaft clears the cover plate, so I can't lift it straight up, which didn't happen with the rubber bumper. Don't think about it too much at 
the time, and lifting and wiggling does eventually get the engine up and out, pulled forward clear of the front of the car, and lowered 
onto my saw-horse for additional support. (Subsequently asked someone else who had just pulled a CB engine without mentioning 
this problem, and he said he had the same thing. I wonder why no-one has every seen fit (in my sight) to mention this before). While 
doing that the pilot bearing came out of the crankshaft, which I wasn't expecting, normally people have to resort to some quite 
ingenious methods if changing that with the clutch. Personally I don't think it should be necessary, the only time that bearing is 
getting any wear is when you are in gear with the engine running and the clutch is fully or partially disengaged.  
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First sight of the release bearing and cover plate - and it is shocking! Bearing completely knackered with balls jammed and them and 
the housing ground down, the boss on the cover plate practically worn right through, and the ends of the diaphragm springs showing 
blue from excessive heat, and some partially cut through from the outer corners of the release bearing fork. No-one could accuse me 
of not getting the maximum life out of it! The air-gun gets the cover-plate bolts undone without having to jam the crankshaft in some 
way, to reveal the friction plate, which is barely worn. If it hadn't been for that damned release bearing the clutch itself would almost 
certainly have lasted another 50k and 15 years or so. The flywheel does have a slight wear groove, from a previous friction plate 
having worn down to the rivets, but as it's been like that for the past 22 years I'll leave it as it is, not worth removing it and getting it 
skimmed. The inside of the bell-housing is well mucky of course, but dull dry dirt rather than the shiny wet-look of the previous two, 
so again I just check the gearbox front-cover nuts for tightness.  
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  The other thing I notice is how offset the release bearing is to the first-motion shaft - sideways relative to the orientation of the 
release arm pivot bolt, getting on for 3/16". Even with the bearing removed the forks are still offset, and removing the arm and 
turning it over is just the same. I.e. it isn't the arm that is bent, but the pivot bolt bracket is not in line with the shaft. That's almost 
certainly what has caused the roller bearing to fail, which is why John Twist says roller bearings have a high rate of premature failure 
when used on a gearbox not designed for them. OEM applications like the Midget 1500, MGB GT V8 and modern cars, have a 
special carrier that keeps the bearing concentric with the shaft, compensating for any misalignment between arm and shaft.  
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Not surprisingly I'm going to be using a standard graphite bearing this time, which are better able to cope with misalignment. 
However as the previous clutch replacement was caused by the release bearing casting wearing away and breaking, I'm wondering if 
the misalignment is so bad it caused that to fail, and so will cause the new bearing to fail. I find that with the pivot bolt nut slackened 
there is quite a bit of free-play between arm and bracket, and that tightening the nut would remove that free play to the point of the 
arm binding in the bracket, which was obviously too much. Adjusting the free-play in this way improved the alignment of the release 
forks to the shaft, but not enough to get an equal gap both sides. Note that this can only be done on CB gearboxes, RB gearboxes use 
a shouldered bolt which can only be tightened so far, leaving whatever free-play that exists between the brackets or in the bushing as 
slop.  

Pondering some time, I decide to grind away the boss on one side of the pivot point of the arm, and fit a spacer washer underneath. 
But before removing the arm I remove the clevis pin between it and the push-rod, and the slave promptly evacuates its boot, piston, 
seal, seal spreader and spring and all its fluid ... onto the floor before I can get a container underneath it. The garage floor is painted 
concrete, and hydraulic fluid makes an excellent remover of that as well as cellulose! Modifying the arm probably takes most of a 
day grinding, flatting, checking the thickness with a dial caliper at six points around the pivot bolt hole, and trial fitting with a 0.2" 
washer. I'd previously ordered a new bush and pivot bolt in case the old ones were well worn, but to be honest there didn't seem much 
difference. Nevertheless I used them, driving the old bush out with the double-socket technique in a vice, and pressing the new one in 
with the bolt. Of course the new bush was now longer than thickness of the arm, so I opened up the hole in the spacer washer to fit 
over the protruding end of the bush rather than grind it off. It made refitting the arm much easier, than trying to line up the holes in 
the washer and the bush to get the bolt through. Finally I tightened the pivot bolt nut to bring the new release bearing into 
concentricity with the shaft, as judged by the shank of a 8mm (I think) drill bit which just fitted into both sides, checking that the arm 
was free over its full travel. Note that as the release arm is moved back and fore the alignment of bearing to shaft varies in a 
longitudinal direction i.e. in line with the arm, there is nothing you can do about that. However - it was only subsequently that I 
realised if I had done nothing, and simply put a new release bearing and clutch in and they lasted the same as before, I would 
probably be over 90 before it needed doing again! Oh well, it's done now.  
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I'd contemplated tidying up the engine bay while the engine was out, but whilst I could have done the sides the back is so bad that 
short of removing everything it wouldn't have been worth it, so I left it. I could also have painted the radiator and diaphragm ... but 
where do you stop? (see 'Shipwright's disease'). However I did decide to clean the engine, as that was very dirty with thick crud from 
oil leaks having absorbed dirt. I couldn't do a proper job with my tow-rope still on, so I replaced that with the leveller attached to the 
rocker cover studs. I also removed the exhaust manifold to give better access. Engine cleaning probably took a day scraping, spraying 
with engine degreaser, working it with a brush, and wiping off. I couldn't pressure wash it in the garage, so laid a sizable sheet of 
plastic DPC down, put a grow-bag tray (without drainage holes!) on top of that, then an old cake tin in that to catch as much of the 
crud and fluids as possible. I'd previously spent some time sealing the rocker cover, and also replacing the side cover gaskets and 
seals, cleaning around those areas at the time, and they had stayed clean so hopefully they were now leak free. The gunge looked a 
little shiny under the mechanical oil pump blanking plate, so I took that off and made a new gasket - the original looked to be paper. 
The near-side engine mount needs to be removed to properly clean that side, but the off-side doesn't obstruct. The off-side was so 
mucky I couldn't tell what had been leaking, although having previously replaced cooler and gauge pipes I was pretty sure they were 
sealed. Which left the distributor - of which more later. I covered that hole - already stuffed with paper - with duck-tape to keep 
displaced crud and degreaser out.  
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Whilst scraping the side of the engine back-plate that faces the sump, on the distributor side, some large lumps of what initially 
looked like underseal came off. Then I noticed it had revealed a large flat metal washer, and it turned out to be a very large grommet 
(12H 541) in a hole in the back-plate, the reason for which (the hole) can only be guessed at. That'll have to be replaced, so goes on a 
list in case I find anything else along the way.  
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With the manifold off I refit the three studs that came out on exhaust removal. Clamping them in a large vice I got the nuts loose, 
then with double-nuts could tighten the studs back into the manifold.  

With the engine clean I can fit the new clutch! I check the friction plate fits the splines on the first-motion shaft. I also check the fit of 
the dislodged pilot bearing on the plain end of the shaft, it's not overly sloppy, so I refit it just tapping lightly with a suitable socket, 
whereupon it seems firm enough. Offer-up the friction plate on the alignment tool, checking that it is the right way round (friction 
plate butts up to flywheel, the wrong way round there is a big gap between the two), and loosely fit the cover-plate bolts. I'll need to 
hold the crankshaft still to torque up the cover-plate bolts, but a 1 5/16" socket fits the crank pulley nut well enough even with the 
lock-tab still in place, with a short breaker bar in that resting against the side of the sawhorse. Tighten and torque up bit-by-bit and 
evenly to 25-30 ft lb. As I do so I continually check the alignment tool is free in the friction-plate, if the friction-plate is fractionally 
off-set as you start to tighten the cover-plate bolts, it can wedge the alignment tool between the pilot bearing and the splines, which 
makes it difficult if not impossible to pull out. If it moves freely with the cover-plate fully tightened, then so should the first-motion 
shaft.  

Clean the very mucky starter motor and its cable/wiring, and the not so bad alternator.  

I'm changing the clutch slave and flex hose as a precaution. In 2008 we didn't bother but after the disturbance the slave weeped and 
was impossible to bleed. In the end we changed it and had planned to change the flex, but with the engine back in just could not get 
the pipe and chassis bracket nuts undone. So we had to reuse the old hose, but the new slave had a different thread start position to 
the old which meant that when tightened the slave wouldn't sit against the bell-housing without putting a twist in the hose. 
Fortunately an extra copper washer at the slave end brought it into alignment. I've opted for a braided hose, as for years and 
particularly when changing the master seals two years ago I ended up with a low biting point despite repeated bleeding using various 
techniques, and wondered whether hose swelling was a contributory factor. First thing is to undo the slave bolts - and they are tight 
all the way. They are also different to each other - one 1/2" with an integral washer, the other 15mm. When I get them both out I can 
also see the threads are different, so one of them has been forced in - presumably at a previous slave change as I can't imagine it 
being done like that from the factory. The bolts were quite rusty and cruddy, so I ran a hacksaw blade along both faces of the threads 
for the full length to clean them up. I wondered about using a tap to clean up the bell-housing threads, but didn't want to remove any 
metal, and in any case didn't have one that fitted either of the bolts so that was that.  

Whether it was ease of access with the engine out, or they weren't that bad anyway, the pipe and hose nuts came undone easily 
enough, and the shiny bits go on. Screw the hose into the slave first, attach the slave to the bell-housing copper-greasing the threads, 
and making sure they go back in the same positions. Oddly the 15mm bolt goes in quite easily now, but the 1/2" one is still stiff. Then 
I can tighten the hose in the slave, and fit the hose to the pipe and chassis bracket, and refit the push-rod and clevis pin. The first thing 
I notice is that the wear in the clevis pin - which I had noticed earlier but ignored as the hydraulics compensate for any wear at that 
end (unlike wear at the top end which leads to a low biting-point). The pin didn't look too bad when out, but with the corresponding 
wear that must be in the end of the release arm the two are way out of line and looks really bad, so another part to go on another list, 
together with a release arm gaiter, as I've already ordered the engine back-plate grommet.  

Then I notice that having raised the release arm on its pivot bolt by 0.2", the slave is not directly in line with it anymore - buggah! 
What to do? Put the release arm back in its original position by putting the washer on the ground down side? Which leaves the 
original misalignment and possible future release bearing problems? So I decide to modify the slave. It's alloy i.e. quite soft, so I opt 
to overdrill and file the holes somewhat in order to slide it across to closer alignment. It does mean that one has to hold the slave in 
the correct alignment while tightening the bolts, but it's not something I'm planning on doing again for a while yet ...  

The engine back-plate grommet has arrived, I thought it might be a bit of a struggle sandwiched in the narrow gap between that and 
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the sump, but it pops in quite easily. With that, the engine is ready to go back in.  

I've already lubricated the release bearing pivots with the red grease supplied with the clutch kit, so apply more to the splined and 
plain part of the first-motion shaft, and the splines of the friction plate and pilot bearing. As I have removed the tow-rope from the 
engine for cleaning, if I refitted it for lifting I could no longer rely on it holding the engine at the correct tilt for the gearbox. But this 
time I have the leveller, so decide to use that. However that adds many inches to the distance between the arm and the top of the 
engine, which means the arm has to be raised higher, which means the reach into the engine bay won't be as much, and may reach the 
ceiling before the engine is high enough to clear the slam panel. I could lower the front of the car by taking it off the ramps, but that 
compromises getting at particularly the lower bell-housing bolts. I shorten the two chains on the leveller, and the one between the 
arm and the hook by as much as I can, and I do have enough lift to clear the slam-panel and ceiling at least, and push the hoist with 
engine forwards, lowering as I go, in small increments as the cover plate gets closer to the end of the first-motion shaft. The leveller 
also proves its worth to get the correct tilt, although as you vary the tilt you are also varying the fore and aft position of the engine, so 
all that has to be taken into account to avoid hitting the shaft. Also although you can move the pump-end of the hoist from side to 
side, because the arm is at its fullest extent, the engine is very close to the wheels on the legs, so the engine itself hardly moves from 
side to side. So if the leg wheels aren't in the right place, you have to back out, slide the pump-end across, and push back in. And then 
comes the problem.  

Although I have the engine correctly positioned, when I try to lower the cover-plate past the end of the first-motion shaft, the front of 
the sump hits the cross-member first, which pushes the engine back, until the cover-plate is overlapping the end of the shaft. I 
suddenly realise this is the same problem Terry had. It wasn't a case of the pulley fouling the rack as I thought then because with the 
gearbox raised that is well clear. Fortunately the suggestions I made of moving the gearbox cross-member back and only putting the 
bolts back in the minimum amount to give more tilt did help, but Terry's still needed a shove to get them together. I didn't have this 
problem with the rubber bumper, then it struck me that they have the body raised on the modified cross-member, which means the 
gearbox when at the top of the tunnel will also be raised relative to the cross-member, and maybe that gives just enough clearance for 
the engine to be lowered all the way down before the push back.  

However with the leveller I can over-tilt the engine i.e. clutch end down, till the cover-plate can go over the end of the shaft while the 
sump is still clear of the cross-member, which allows the engine to go back an inch or so, which gives more clearance between the 
front of the sump and the cross-member. I adjust the leveller, arm height and hoist position bit by bit in concert, sort of swooping the 
engine down, back and onto the shaft, until the engine is correctly aligned with the gearbox in terms of the shaft being in the middle 
of the cover-plate hole and there being the same gap all the way round between the engine and the bell-housing. I've got the gearbox 
in 4th so the shaft won't turn, and pushing back on the engine and with the pulley socket back on the nut turning the crank back and 
fore, the splines engage quite easily. Push back further and wiggle the engine so I can get the bell-housing bolts in the back-plate 
holes. The top starter bolt helps keep the two halves aligned as it can be screwed on from the front while you get the bolts bell-
housing bolts through the back-plate holes, and pushing back further allows me to start getting the nuts back on. I get to within about 
1/4" but with the leveller and the higher angle of the arm the hoist is as far back as it will go with the pump up against the front of the 
car. So with a combination of wedging a piece of wood between the pulley and the rack tube, and tightening the nuts bit by bit, I pull 
the two together. In hindsight if I had left the back chain on the leveller one link longer, I would have had to wind the leveller to 
move the engine forwards to get the correct tilt, which may have brought the two fully together. However that may have then 
compromised my ability to get the back of the engine raised enough to 'swoop' the engine onto the shaft.  

  

With all nuts fitted and the bottom two tightened, I can remove the gearbox jack and lower the engine onto its mounts - phew! 'Just' 
the reassembly to go.  

First is to get the top two engine mount bolts each side in. These go head up, thread down. Even though it is easier to get the nuts on 
the other way up, the excess thread sticking up compromises alternator adjustment on the off-side as well as the fitting of the restraint 
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plate on the near-side. Remember to refit the spacer plate under the mount on the near-side. A bit of lifting and wiggling with just the 
bolts pushed through may be needed to get them all in, before you can fully lower and start fitting lock-washers and nuts, tightening 
them while you still have maximum access.  

The exhaust was slightly fiddly, the clamping plates had slid down and I couldn't get the front one up past the sump flange. I couldn't 
pull the pipes sideways enough to get it past as the pipes were fouling the studs, so had to completely disconnect the front mount to 
bell-housing so I could push the pipes down, then sideways, then slide the front clamp-plate up. With the exhaust released that stayed 
there and I could get a couple of nuts started, and I could slide the back one up and get a couple of nuts on that as well. The ends of 
the pipes wouldn't go up into the manifold initially, and needed pulling and pushing back and fore and sideways. Then I could get all 
the nuts on and tighten them.  

After that it is a case of refitting everything else, in reverse order. Well I say 'everything', but I wanted the minimum back on so I 
could run the engine and check the clutch before I went too far, discovered a problem, and had to remove it all again so wouldn't be 
putting the hoses or coolant back, connecting the heater valve, temp sender etc. So carbs, choke and accelerator cables, fuel pipes, 
crankcase breather and servo hose go back on. On the other side refit the starter and its cables/wiring. Then the oil cooler (and hence 
the radiator and diaphragm just loosely attached and the cooler resting on the apron) and gauge pipes, distributor static timed to 10 
degrees, cap and plug leads. Then the dreaded clutch hydraulics filling/bleeding!  

  

  As the car was on its front wheels on ramps reverse bleeding from the caliper wasn't initially an option, so I went for conventional 
bleeding from the top with the EeziBleed. Pedal felt very light, with a 'dead' area near the top, so probably still air in there which 
didn't surprise me. I checked the push-rod travel by measuring from a flange on the master to the furthest edge of the release arm - 
first with the clutch pedal released and then with it wedged fully down ... and got 11mm or 7/16", which is less than the 1/2" I've 
always considered the minimum. Nevertheless I started her up, tentatively checked reverse and got grinding. Wasn't that surprised, 
but could select 4th, and whilst the biting point was low it wasn't that much lower than before, so rather bothered by the grinding. 
Switched off, and as it was near the end of the day wedged the clutch pedal fully down overnight.  

Next day released the clutch pedal hoping to flush any air back into the reservoir, but travel just the same, with the same grinding and 
biting point as before. Buggah. It all gets a bit confused now, but by supporting the off-side spring-pan on an axle stand I can get the 
wheel off for reverse bleeding, and it is no better. Intending to drain only some out it took me by surprise and emptied, but then I've 
filled a completely dry system this way on the V8 and had a full clutch straight away. Move on to plan C and take the slave off letting 
it hang on the hose, and with a cross-point screw driver force the piston all the way in as far as it will go, with significant gurgling up 
at the master at one point which is promising. Refit the slave - aligning it to the release arm as before. Check the travel as before i.e. 
fully wedged down and fully up and still 11mm. Run the engine again and reverse still grinding, but paradoxically the biting point is 
now a lot higher. Double-bugger, the friction plate must be dragging on the flywheel or the pressure plate, or the first-motion shaft 
binding in the pilot bearing. I could take the engine out again, but what would I be looking for? Without mating it up to a bell-
housing with a great hole in it I wouldn't be able to check anything. Eventually I decide to complete the job, and see what it is like on 
the road. One thing I had discovered along the way is that if I nudge it into first before selecting reverse, it goes in with just a slight 
crunch not the full grind. Also only partially operating the clutch pedal, or waiting with the pedal fully down before selecting reverse, 
makes no difference.  

So fit the rest of the stuff except for bonnet (fitted with the Navigator who is always happy to help with 'clean' jobs), bumper and 
grille, fill with coolant, and take it up and down the road. Idle was very rough and lumpy, so check the setup to find the air-flow 
balance very close but the mixtures on both carbs needed richening by several flats for some reason - I'll check it again after some 
shake-down mileage. Biting point is very high - uncomfortably so, probably due to my extended master push-rod I fitted in 2014 in 
an attempt (only partially successful) to raise the biting point when I had all the problems bleeding after changing the master seals 
two years ago. Still crunching into reverse, reduced by nudging into first immediately beforehand, so I'll just have to get used to 
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doing that every time, until I can see if it 'beds in'. Leave the pedal wedged down for another night - next morning no different.  

Finally fit the bonnet, bumper and grille and take it for a few miles. It's so annoying, the new clutch is beautifully smooth and light, 
and no judder in reverse that the previous clutch did from new, just that crunch engaging it, and the uncomfortably high biting point. 
Post 'finally' I take out the extended push rod which lowers the biting point to a more comfortable level. I recheck the slave piston 
travel and it is still 11/12mm (but then so is the V8 checked at the same time), so I just can't understand why getting-on for an inch 
difference at the pedal isn't more visible at the slave. Swapping the cars round for these latest checks the roadster went into reverse 
with just a click, but then swapping them back it was more like a crunch again. So maybe it will get better with time ... or maybe not.  

Post post 'finally', I get a free clutch pedal, with that fitted it should be back to standard. Well it certainly improved things, but still 
seems higher then the V8, but as pedal, piston and master-pushrod are all now as standard I'm not going to do any more with it.  

Having cleaned the engine I've been looking carefully all round to see if I can see any oil escaping, and did see a small trickle under 
the distributor. Originally engines for Mk1 cars had an O-ring on the distributor shaft, then it was deleted for the rest of chrome 
bumper production, only to reappear again for rubber bumper cars which had the 45D4 distributor. Although the distributor for this 
engine wouldn't originally have had an O-ring, or even a slot for it, I decided to buy one to see if I could make use of it. On removing 
the distributor I was surprised to find a slot, then remembered this was a remanufactured unit and not an original. So O-ring fitted. 
However the block face the distributor clamp plate butts up to seemed clean, and there are a couple of plugged oil-ways immediately 
below that so it could be from there. But after a few dozen miles there is no sign of more oil, so O-ring it was.  

A couple of years and a few k later I realise I'm no longer bumping towards first before reverse, and no noise at all if I have the clutch 
pedal down for a second before moving the lever.  

Exhaust System  

Clamps  

CB box tucked up beside the tank, it and its tail-pipe pointing straight back:  

  

RB box lower than the tank to clear the axle, so has to be angled upwards to reach the mounting point, which also means the tail-pipe 
has to be angled downwards relative to the box (and ends-up angled slightly downwards relative to the ground. The rear hanger is 
also deeper:  
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Both systems are stainless with Bee's older than Vee's, but you wouldn't know it from Vee's, maybe because for some years she was 
our daily driver in all weathers including a lot of winter salt.  

Stainless-steel exhausts can be magnetic:  

  

Clamps:  

V8 manifold and Y-pipe: 
Local authority 'sign affix' stainless bolts are a good fit for the original-style clamp brackets, almost certainly these from Trade 
Signz Manufacturing.  
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The stainless nut and bolt came undone easily, and peeling the clamp off the pipe showed significant corrosion, so probably 
stretched and come loose. Temporarily replaced with a 1 7/8" conventional U-clamp (which unlike the originals can be fitted 
without parting the pipes) pending a proper job later on. It might be tempting to use these permanently, but the two arms of the 
'Y' are so close together the two clamps would have to be staggered, meaning one would be partly off the end of the 'Y' and the 
other too close to the end of the split, so neither would clamp properly.  

  

However Clive Wheatley is now showing this type in stainless, £3.60 inc VAT each complete.  
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Even better, with the screw backed right off they spring apart and can be fitted round the pipes in-situ, unlike the original type 
where the main exhaust pipe has to be pulled back to get the Y-connector off the down-pipes so the clamp can be slid over the 
open end.  

  

Middle: 
Multi-part assembly comprising the parts listed below. I've also welded a tab to the U-strap on both cars so I can clamp it and 
the pipe together, without that they fidgeted and squeaked. Some systems do have the U-strap welded to the pipe:  
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Main hanger: (Leacy Classics)  

  

Heat-proof fibre bushes: (NTG Motor Services)  
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Housing for bushes: (NTG Motor Services)  

  

U-strap: (Leacy Classics)  
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Plus sundry nuts, bolts and washers.  

Rear: 
The early one-piece clamp (GEX 7275) used up to chassis number 167815 in Feb 69. This uses a metal-rubber-metal bonded 
sandwich very similar to the middle mount. However if the bonding on either rear or middle mount should fail a lot more stress 
is placed on the other bonded hanger. If that fails as well the exhaust will almost certainly drag on the ground. (Leacy Classics).  

  

Later six-piece system (GEX 7201 CB/GEX 7442 RB, 7202, 2-off 7252, 2-off 7251). This is 'fail-safe' in that if both the bonded 
'cotton reel' mounts should fail the exhaust is still supported in the same position, although it is likely to move around a little 
more in use. I've had both fail on the V8 and didn't know anything about it until I was working in that area and noticed it. The 
Parts Catalogue shows GEX7201 with no chassis number information just "use prior to GEX7442" which normally means the 
part was changed rather than there being different versions for CB and RB. However both types are available and suppliers do 
differentiate between CB and RB, RB being longer:  
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4-cylinder Timing Gears 

Timing cover bolts  

Leyland Workshop Manual image, white arrows showing the positions of the keyways and black arrows showing the position of the 
dimples.  

  

Haynes Manual image, rotated for comparison with the Leyland image, black arrows showing the position of the key-ways and white 
arrows showing the position of the dimples.  
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Both images show the correct orientation of shafts and gears in preparation for fitting the chain and gears to the shafts. Note that this 
installs the cam such that No.4 piston is at TDC on its compression stroke, not No.1 piston.  

To install the distributor drive dog correctly, using the instructions contained within the manuals which state that No.1 piston must be 
at TDC on its compression stroke, the crank must be turned one full turn i.e. 360 degrees. This puts the camshaft keyway adjacent to 
the crank gear, and the cam gear dimple at top-right.  

Timing cover bolts: It's fairly self-explanatory where the bolts go. It's obvious the four 5/16" bolts will only go in the appropriate 
holes, the three shorter 1/4" bolts go at the top into the engine front plate where there is no block behind it, and the two longer ones 
go at the bottom through the front plate into the block. (Photo: Chris Wilson)  

  

Gold Seal Engines  

Bee's 48G733 with 'E' suffix:  
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Another 48G733 this time with 'ET' suffix, and adjacent to the serial number instead of the engine type:  

  

The indented letters are said to be the engine builder's initials.  

Oil Cooler 

For undoing the hoses, the hose union spanner (above) must be clockwise relative to the cooler spanner, positioned such that the 
spanners can be squeezed together with one hand - although both may be needed for old fittings. When squeezing no rotational force 
must be applied to the cooler spanner, only the hose union spanner must move - anti-clockwise as you look down on it.  
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For tightening, the hose union spanner must be anti-clockwise relative to the cooler spanner, and when squeezing only the hose union 
spanner must move - clockwise as you look down on it.  

  

Oil Filter Heads  

8G740/1H1052 Teclamit/Purolator suspended replaceable element, up to November 1967. Note the bypass valve lower right which 
opens if the filter becomes blocked.  
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Various suppliers have conversion kits like this that convert the Purolator/Teclamit filter head to take a spin-on hanging filter. 
(Thomas Gunderson) The evidence suggests that both the factory spin-on filter heads below will fit the earlier engines as a direct 
replacement.  

  

12H2244 Teclamit inverted replaceable element, November 1967 to April 1970. Bypass valve no longer fitted, but note the anti-
drainback tube now the filter is inverted.  
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12H3273 inverted spin-on cartridge, March 1970 to September 1973 and February 1974-on with oil cooler hose adapter. No bypass 
valve, but anti-drainback tube.  

  

  

12H4405 hanging spin-on cartridge, October 1973 to January 1973. The bypass valve (left) has reappeared.  
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Inverted spin-on filters need an anti-drainback valve internally to prevent the filter draining when the engine is switched off, which 
delays oil reaching the bearings on start-up. Hanging filters don't need it, but I'd expect all good spin-ons to have one. Having said 
that not all do, and some are very poor quality. The valve can be seen through the inlet holes on this Mann 916/1 filter:  

  

Dismantled the valve can be seen to be a cupped disc sandwiched between the end-plate of the filtration medium and the end-cap of 
the filter:  
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Oil Filters  

The Volvo (reputedly a Mann 917/1) preferred for its better anti-drainback performance, and the correct Champion. External height 
of the Volvo 3.25", the Champion is 4". The sealing ring of the Volvo looks to be a little smaller, but they measured at 2.79" dia 
(Volvo) and 2.81" (Champion) so hopefully insignificant. A subsequently purchased Mann 916/1 measures about 3.75" (95mm) 
external height i.e. close to the Champion.  

  

Cellophane covering for the (boxed) Champion, don't recall this before 2010. The Volvo filters aren't boxed but come with a flimsy 
plastic end cover pushed into the threaded hole.  
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Three frames from the YouTube video measuring the depth of filter 1, which gave zero oil pressure ...  

  

... comparing the depth of filter 1 to the anti drain-back tube - little if any clearance ...  

  

... and Comparing the depth of filter 2 to the anti drain-back tube - maybe a couple of inches of clearance  
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Of course the same thing could have been done by putting each filter beside the anti drain-back tube, probably to greater effect and in 
a much shorter video, but some people just love making things more complicated than they need to be. And it would have been much 
more helpful to tell us how high the bad filter and the tube were! My tube is 2" long measured from the filter seal ring, fits inside the 
bypass valve spring inside the filter, and the internal depth of this Mann 916/1 to the face of the rubber seal is 2.956"  

  

Some filters have a single-piece pressed end-plate with just a moulding to centralise the filtration cartridge, like these stills from a 
video of a Fram PH2800 series - GFE121F remember - that showed the collapsed filtration cartridge, i.e. it had no (effective) bypass 
valve. This is just a simple pressed steel spring to block off one end of the filtration cartridge and to press the other onto the end-plate 
so all oil has to flow through the filter. This is not a bypass valve, and maybe coincidentally the video shows how the filter cartridge 
has collapsed, quite possibly from excessive pressure. Some filters with this type of end spring do apparently have a bypass valve as 
part of the anti-drain valve i.e. near the open end, but they are much harder to identify unless you cut the filter open.  

   

This Fram PH8 does have a plastic bypass valve in the end spring ...  
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... but it also has a damn great hole in the filtration cartridge where the ends of the filter strips haven't been crimped together 
correctly! And cardboard end-plates just glued on.  

  

Inverted spin-on filters need an anti-drainback valve internally to prevent the filter draining when the engine is switched off, which 
delays oil reaching the bearings on start-up. Hanging filters don't need it, but I'd expect all good spin-ons to have one. Having said 
that not all do, and some valves and elements are very poor quality, as can be seen above. The valve can be seen through the inlet 
holes on this Mann 916/1 filter:  

  

Anti-drainback valve is the white rubber cupped disc which stops oil falling back through the inlet holes and draining the filter. The 
anti-drainback tube that is part of the filter head and goes up through the filter outlet reduces how much the filter can drain in that 
direction.  
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Element is 57mm long, with metal end-plates  

  

Pressure relief valve. Internal dimensions from the face of the rubber seal are 2.12" to the end of the spring and 2.96" down the centre 
of the spring, which is approximately .585" internal diameter, i.e. more than wide enough for the filter head anti-drainback tube to fit 
inside, which in any case is only 2" long.  
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Oddly the central tube through which the filtered oil passes to leave the filter only has two rows of holes right at the far end. This 
means oil passing through the rest of the element has to pass down the pleats to leave the filter, with a greater volume needing to pass 
the nearer it gets to the holes. The elongated 'bumps' closer to the other end will hold the pleats away from the tube allowing more 
'flow space'.  

  

Pressed-steel spring to push the element and the anti-drainback valve against the mounting plate, to prevent oil bypassing the element 
altogether.  
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Volvo 3517857-3 reputedly made by Mann does look identical externally ...  

  

... and has the same cupped disc.  
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Filtration element about 50mm long, metal end-caps  

  

Perforations all the way up the central tube with what looks to be the same bypass valve spring at the bottom. 1.77" to the end of the 
spring and 2.57" down the centre of the spring, which is approximately .585" internal diameter, i.e. more than wide enough for the 
tube to fit inside. 
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Bypass valve, oil comes in the outside of the filtration element so excess pressure will press down on the black disc to open the valve 
and release the pressure into the space that leads to the engine, instead of bursting the element.  

  

Same pressed-steel spring in the base of the can.  
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Champion C102 - no anti-drainback valve, just the element pressed against the mounting plate  

  

Element about 67mm long, metal end-caps  
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Perforations all the way up, in a strip wound in a spiral to form the internal tube  

  

The by-pass valve of the Champion is 2.785" to the centre of the valve, 3.495" to the side of the valve.  
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Bypass valve  

  

Coil spring to press the element against the mounting plate.  
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The Unipart GFE 422 interestingly has a similar former to the Mann i.e. just two rows of holes at the closed end albeit with a smaller 
number of larger holes. It does not have the visible by-pass valve spring of the Volvo and Mann, but what could be it's equivalent. 
External length of this filter is 3.5", internal depth to the centre of the bypass valve is 3.07", internal depth to the side of the bypass 
valve is 3.31", which gives a much smaller overall distance for the valve (less than half an inch compared to more than an inch and a 
half for the Mann).  
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Halfords HOF319 for the ZS180. With anti-drainback valve although one is not needed with the hanging installation.  

  

Element 87mm long with metal end-caps  
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Similar anti-drainback valve spring ...  

  

... and valve  
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Pressed-steel spring at the base  

  

MGR LPW100161 for the ZS180. No anti-drainback valve, although none is needed as this filer is hanging.  
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However the bypass valve is mounted at this end of the filter  

  

Element 77mm long i.e. shorter than the Halfords  
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Plain end at the bottom of the element  

  

Perforations all the way up  
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Coil spring at the bottom to press the element, bypass valve and end-cap together.  

  

Oil Filter Equivalents ...  

... for Unipart GFE121 and Champion 102:  

� General equivalents  
� Mann equivalents  

BRAND PART NUMBER 

AC DELCO SK 

AC DELCO SR 

AC DELCO ST 

AC DELCO X 19 

AC DELCO X 7 

AL FILTERS AL-16 
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ALCO SP-829 

AP FILTERS AP 1140 

AP FILTERS AP 3191 A 

AUTOPART FOE 059 

BOSCH 0 451 103 001 

BOSCH 0 451 103 002 

BOSCH 0 451 103 006 

BOSCH 0 451 103 057 

BOSCH 0 451 103 100 

BOSCH 0 451 103 107 

BOSCH 0 451 103 191 

BOSCH 0 451 103 219 

BOSCH 0 451 103 221 

BOSCH 0 451 103 222 

BOSCH 9 457 282 410 

CHAMP PH 2820 A 

CHAMPION C 102 

CHAMPION C 164 

CLEAN DO 223 

CLEAN DO 886 

COOPERS Z 1097 

COOPERS Z 27 

COOPERS Z 69 

COOPERS Z 80 

COOPERS Z 91 

CROSLAND 2131 

CROSLAND 529/1 

CROSLAND 661 

DONALDSON LFP 55-0882 

DONALDSON P 55-0882 

DONIT 43.10.158 

FIAAM FT 4828 

FIAAM FT 4828 A 

FLEETGUARD LF-3736 

FLEETGUARD LF-3758 

FLEETGUARD LF-4015 

FLEETGUARD LF-764 

FRAM PH-2800 

FRAM PH-2800-1 

FRAM PH-2857 A 

FRAM PH-2861 A 

FRAM PH-2861 B 

GIESSE CLH 85/1 

GIF FILTER GL 249 

GKN MASTERPARTS MOF 11 X 

GKN MASTERPARTS MOF 3 X 

GKN MASTERPARTS MOF 68 X 

GREYFRIARS 901 S 

GUIOT GH 2800 

HENGST H 10 W 06 

HENGST H 13 W 

HENGST H 13/1 W 

KNECHT FO 373/2 

KOMATSU Z14OF10422 

KRALINATOR L 65 A 

LAUTRETTE - MECAFILTER ELH 4092 

LAUTRETTE - MECAFILTER ELH 4171 

LUBER - FINER LFP 2215 

LUBER - FINER PH 2820-A 

LUCAS EDL 206 

M FILTER MH 330 

MAHLE 
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From GermanFilters.com  

And specifically Mann equivalents:  

OC 204 

MANITOU 107 580 

MAPCO 61083 

MFI W 920/26 

MOTAQUIP AAPCO VFL 115 

MOTAQUIP AAPCO VFL 166 

MOTAQUIP AAPCO VFL 299 

MOTORCRAFT BFL 041 

MOTORCRAFT EFL 056 

OPEL 3 430 499 

OPEL 650 354 

OPEL 709 

OPEL 650 356 

OPEL 650 367 

PERMATIC MECAFILTER ELH 4092 

PERMATIC MECAFILTER ELH 4171 

PERMATIC MECAFILTER GL 249 

POWERTRAIN PMFL 71 

PUROLATOR L 17019 

PUROLATOR PC 26 

PUROLATOR PC 265 

RYCO R4P 

RYCO Z89A 

SAVARA 2642/30 

SAVARA 9.28.007.11 

SAVARA SO 256 

SAVARA SO 603/1 

SOPARIS CV 325 

TECALEMIT FB 2070 

TECALEMIT FB 5457 

TECNECO OL 41 

TECNOCAR R 18 

TECNOCAR R 60 

TECNOCAR R 62 

TEHO FILTER OK 32 

TEXACO TE 111 

TJ FILTERS FB 2059 

TJ FILTERS FB 2070 

TUTELA WEBER 2 

UFI 23 127 00 

UFI 23 134 01 

UFI 23 257 00 

UNICO LI 995/22 

UNICO LI 996/12 

UNIPART GFE 121 

UNIPART GFE 207 

VAUXHALL 650367 

VAUXHALL 7984235 

VAUXHALL 7984718 

VOLVO 1266286 

VOLVO 1266286-2 

VOLVO 1266388 

VOLVO 418432 

VOLVO 418432-1 

VTE 92 AP 

WIX WL7124 

WOODGATE WGL 764 
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Notes: 
� Unipart and Champion filters are 4" or 100mm overall height  
� Always use a filter with both bypass and anti-drainback valves  
� The specified bypass pressure for the MGB is 13-17psi, or 0.896 to 1.172bar, a filter should be selected that falls within 

this range.  

Oil Filter Adapter  

Old filter head before removal after a new filter with a greased seal had been fitted, and tightened half a turn after contact. Clearly not 
touching at top right, where it has been spurting from.  

  

Old filter head after removal, new filter screwed on to just touch, clearly showing the warp of the sealing face.  

UNIPART GFE 121 W 712/80 

    W 714/2 

    W 917/1 

    W 920/21 

    W 1126 

CHAMPION C 102 W 712/80 

    W 917/1 

    W 920 

    W 920/17 

    W 920/21 

    W 920/23 

    W 930 

    W 930/7 

    W 930/9 

Dimensions  

  A B C G H bar R 

W 712/80 76 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 80 0.8 1 

W 714/2 76 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 79 1.5 2 

W917/1 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 85 1.1 1 

W 920 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 95 2.5 1 

W 920/6 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 95 1 1 

W 920/17 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 95 - - 

W 920/21 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 95 0.8 1 

W 920/23 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 95 1.6 - 

W 930 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 114 2.5 1 

W 930/7 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 114 1.6 - 

W 930/9 93 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 114 0.6 1 

W 1126 108 62 71 3/4-16 UNF 95 0.8 1 

A Overall width 

B Inner diameter of seal 

C Outer diameter of seal 

G Thread 

H Overall height 

bar Bypass valve opening pressure (where present) 

R Number of anti-drainback valves 
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Even the flange that bolts up to the crankcase is warped, unfortunately I didn't notice this until after the new adapter had been fitted 
using the old sealing ring.  

  

Filter-head hose going through the upper hole in the radiator diaphragm instead of the lower as it should, strap tending to pull it 
upwards.  
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This means that the short hose going to the cooler is also bent upwards, although probably not as much as a problem as on the filter 
head as the strap is tending to pull it down into the correct position.  

  

It was only subsequently I noticed a smooth, bare-metal depression in the inner wing right by the elbow in the return oil hose from 
the cooler, just visible in the more general photo of the area above. I've never been aware of any knocking, even when the engine 
rocks quite badly at a very low idle, not even when my head has been under the bonnet. But as the metal is rust and paint free the 
hose fitting must have been rubbing or hitting there, and that would tend to bend the filter head in the direction it had.  

  

This raises the question of just what angle the filter head should be to the block. In this image it's angled slightly to the left, which 
puts it very close to the distributor, which it was before. But go too far the other way and the oil hose will foul the alternator. I'm 
wondering whether it should be at right-angle - at least - to the block, if not angled a bit forwards to give a decent clearance to the 
distributor. The elbow then being angled away from the alternator to give clearance to both that and the inner wing. There is still a 
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very slight seep from the 'filter head to block' seal, so prior to the next service I am going to have to remove it again and dig the old 
seal out, come what may. (I never did, and it doesn't seem to be leaking any more).  

  

Dual Temp/Oil Gauges  

 
KAC 456  
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The following images are from Leacy MG:  

Fahrenheit BHA4586, various markets up to October 1968  

  

Centigrade BHA4587, various markets up to October 1968  

  

C-N-H BHA4900, used from October 1968 to August 76. Caerbont Automotive Instruments describes these Smiths gauges as '90-
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250F (30-120C)' whereas the earlier degrees C or F gauges show 90-230F and 30-110C.  

  

BHA4900Z after-market from Moss Europe - note the subtle differences to the above, and not the cheapest by a long way.  

  

V8 60psi BHA5227 used up to June 1974. Clausager says a 100psi gauge was used briefly after June 1974, possibly the 4-cylinder 
gauge, although it may have also had the V8 red and white cross-hatching of the H zone. This isn't listed in the Parts Catalogue. 
Caerbont show the temp range as being 30-120 C (90-250F) i.e. the same as for the 4-cylinder C-N-H gauges.  

  

V8 80psi BHA5331 used after the 100psi gauge up to the end of production. Note the oil needle is angled up at rest and not 
horizontal like all the other gauges.  

  

For completeness, the later electric single C---H gauge, used from August 77 on. Presumably the 'N' was dropped in a failed attempt 
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to prevent owners getting paranoid about the range of and variation in 'normal' temperatures.  

  

And the 77 and later oil pressure gauge.  

  

The capillary sender - 'A' is the bulb that projects into the coolant under the thermostat. 'B' is the tapered seat on the flange that butts 
against the head. 'C' are the flat faces on the back of the sender flange and on the nut, the nut presses against the flange which presses 
the tapered side into the head to form a seal:  

  

The temp gauge bulb projecting into the space below the thermostat. If the bulb won't pull out from the head the cover and stat can be 
removed to allow you to push it out using a bit more force. The orange looks awful but is just a thin film that wipes off, not sludge.  
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Mechanical Oil and Temperature Gauges  

Some general views of the innards of a typical instrument (in this case a single gauge from another vehicle)  
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The free end of the tube A pulls on the link B which moves the short end of the lever C on it's pivot D. The long end of the lever E 
rotates the spindle F using a rack and pinion arrangement and hence the pointer.  

  

At rest the short end of the lever A is on its stop B  
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At maximum movement of the pointer the short end of the lever A has only moved about 1/8" from its stop B  

  

Oil Pressure Switch 

4-cylinder   V8  

4-cylinder: Bee's original connector as I found it - the gauge pipe has had the fitting cut off and the end of the pipe fed through the 
connector direct into the hose and secured with a hose clamp. Originally there would have been a short length of pipe with a fitting at 
this end of the pipe as there is at the block end. Presumably one of the pipes fractured at the connector, hence this cheap 'fix'.  
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The North American connector with the tapping for an oil pressure switch.  

  

New Teflon-cored hose, North American connector with pressure switch fitted, and new gauge pipe.  

  

Installed  
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Warning light unobtrusive ordinarily ...  

  

... but very obvious when illuminated, compare it to the ignition warning light which is also on. I did intend to fit the orange version, 
my local Maplin were showing two so ordered one and trooped down there to be told they couldn't find them! I'm not paying postage 
on a 99p item, and happened to have a red one to hand, so that's what went in. Subsequently bought one and they are 
indistinguishable from red!  
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After-market warning lights modified with superbright LEDs: Visible from the driving seat, off ...  

  

... and on in bright but not direct sunlight.  
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However less visible in low direct winter sun - off on the left, illuminated on the right. Maybe a cowl? They are angled towards the 
driving position.  

  

V8: Hose to oil pump at the front of the engine  
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3-port connector and oil switch on the inner wing  

  

2-port connector by the starter relay to eliminate the original short section of hose between two pipes. This needed a blind fixing as it 
goes into the box-section behind the panel.  
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As sunlight masking it is not such an issue in the GT, and I happened to have a high-brightness orange LED to hand, I fitted that in 
the same position as the original 'OD inhibited' warning light on the roadster, between the coolant and brake fluid level warning 
systems, rather than messing about getting a pukka 'oil warning' warning light and swapping the LED as I had for Bee. Not terribly 
elegant, really all three could do with being pukka warning lights in a mini console, but that's quite a big job. If I could have got a 
coolant level warning to match the brake and oil warning versions that are available, I'd have been tempted.  

  

Hopefully won't miss that, the ignition warning light is lower right, and the 'coolant OK' green LED immediately to the left.  
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Not a pretty sight physically though, and winter 2018/19 gives me plenty of time to ponder options for improvement. Car Builder 
Solutions have a huge range of warning lights and I had used brake and oil with logo and simple black bezel for Bee. None with a 
'coolant' logo though but I can use plain red and green as I intend to keep the same green for good and red for bad as now. Somehow I 
ended up with plain orange for the oil, and although they are £4.80 instead of £6.40 for the one with the logo, when buying four 
surely not even I'm that tight! As before the supplied LEDs aren't really bright enough even for the GT, so again I pick the lens off all 
of them except the green for the coolant as that is the only one that will be lit when driving, and swap them for high-brightness 
versions - the most effective being 'water-clear' types that only show colour when lit such as these from RS Components, rather than 
those with coloured bodies, although even those aren't quite as bright as the ones I used to be able to get from Maplins. The wires on 
the LEDs are bent to an angle then little springs push onto those, the other end of the springs fitting over internal spikes from the 
spade connections on the back, so it's not that big a job. They do contain tiny resistors as well, I use alternatives matched to the 
characteristics of the LEDs I'm using, and as they are physically bigger I splice them into the flying leads going back to the modules. 
As it happens two out of the four didn't work out of the box anyway as one of the springs wasn't seated correctly.  

At 23mm dia a housing can be made that just fits under the instrument light dimmer, which can still be turned, not that I ever do. 
Make a former in card, then transfer that onto the inevitable black plastic square-section drain-pipe, cut out, and bend with a heat-
gun. The flat panel for the lights is easy enough, but the housing is quite tricky to bend neatly due to its small size, and ends up not as 
good as I would like. As the coolant warning has been a bit erratic sometimes showing red at switch-on then changing to green as it 
warms up, probably because the calibration is not quite right and I've had to alter that once before, I design a new circuit using an op-
amp (instead of discrete transistors) calibrated for the practical resistances encountered from the sensor, and include a self-check 
flash of red but without the beep of the brake sensor. Fit that into another little Hammond enclosure like the brake, with external 
wiring for the warning lights, supply and sensor. I also remove the LED from the brake module and extend that on wires to its new 
warning light, then slot all four into the housing and tuck the housing under the dimmer control. Reconnect to the existing wiring 
behind the dash, and all works in a garage-test, although with a holiday and salt on the roads since it still awaits an extended test.  

Oil Hoses  

Cooler hoses going through the wrong holes  

All off ... 

 

Normal running 

 

Full son et lumiere 
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Undoing the cooler hose fitting: Spanners on both the cooler hex and the hose fitting hex, in such a way that squeezing the two 
spanners towards each other applies all the force to the hose fitting in the 'undo' direction, and little if any to the cooler port itself.  

  

Reputable supplier and standards info, something you wouldn't know with braided.  
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Despite claims to the contrary there is no way these hoses could be pushed through the grommets if the grommets had been pre-fitted 
to the radiator diaphragm panel. Even split they are very difficult to fit and remove with the hose already in the panel, although the 
new hoses being smaller make it slightly easier.  

  

Cooler hose routed above the gauge hose, giving better access to the distributor cap ...  
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... albeit closer to the filter than before.  

  

Plenty of clearance to the inner wing though, lack of which caused the problem with the original filter adapter, and had dented the 
panel (circled) on a bend, which is a lot stronger than a flat panel.  
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Bead of oil from the source of the leak ...  

  

... which when wiped away is indistinguishable from the very fine crazing over the general area.  
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Internally looks ok ...  

  

.. until slit lengthwise and opened out, then a lot of fine cracking (the long cut is from the blade I used to slit it) - worse then the 
external crazing.  
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Markings on the long hose (not the failure), indicating it had perhaps already been replaced. No markings on the failed hose, perhaps 
original.  

  

Oil Thrower  

The early double-row timing chain (29) with the concave side of the thrower (28) facing away from the engine (these and the 
following images from Leyland Workshop Manuals).  
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The later single-row chain (6) with the thrower (1) facing towards the engine.  

  

Detail of the thrower showing the 'F' (circled) stamped on the side that faces away from the engine, reputedly on the appropriate side 
of the earlier thrower as well.  
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The V8 thrower (14) facing away from the engine, I can't recall if this is stamped with an 'F' or not, the text of the manual doesn't 
mention it.  

  

Rockers  

Showing No.2 rocker significantly misaligned wrt the valve stem, and a sliver of head machining showing (circled) which indicated 
to me the pedestal may have some scope for being pushed to the right.  
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After: Just enough movement available to completely cover the valve stem, and the head machining.  

  

The 2 thou shims (A) under the middle pedestals as depicted in the Workshop Manual on later engines, which should be fitted to 
early engines on reassembly. Also showing the locking screw and plate (B) that positions the shaft in the pedestals. However as the 
screw has to be positioned so that it's tongue fits into the slot in the plate, it can only be in one of two rotational positions. This means 
that although the end of the screw when in the hole in the shaft will prevent the shaft turning by a significant amount, it is very 
unlikely to clamp it in position, which means the shaft may still be able to fidget in the pedestals causing wear and noise. The shims 
slightly misalign the centre pedestals wrt to outer ones, and when the outer ones are tightened to the head they will clamp the shaft 
into the pedestals. This is NOT a reason to leave out the clamp screw and plate though as they also prevent oil pouring from the 
rocker shaft, which is there to lubricate the rocker gear.  
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Detail of the locking screw and plate from the Workshop Manual. However when fitted the locking plate (13) is the other way round 
i.e. the screw goes in the centre hole of the pedestal with the slot in the plate over the tongue in the screw, and the hole in the plate by 
the edge of the pedestal.  

  

Engine Side Covers  

Early unrestricted and unfiltered cover 12H950 for the 'road draught tube' used on non-positive ventilation systems. (Auto-Part.com)  
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Cover with internal filter and oil separator 12H1399 for PCV-ventilated systems. (Moss Europe) However despite the drawing 
showing it as being box-shaped one corner was flattened as per the top one here.  

  

Cover with external filter and separator 12H3684 used when carburettor ventilation was introduced with 18GG engines (69 model 
year), and used until the 18V779/780 engines were introduced for the 74 model year. However the Parts Catalogue states that rebuilt 
engines used the cover below, as is the case on Bee's Gold Seal engine. Image from William Revit in Tasmania via the MG 
Enthusiasts forum.  
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The later front cover 12H4395 ...  

  

... with internal oil separator/flame trap steel 'pan scourer'. However at least one person has found this resulted in excessive oil 
burning via the cover and replaced it with the earlier PCV version 12H1399. With one corner flattened and the opposite corner 
changed in shape as per the lower one here.  
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12H1399 above, 12H4395 below. (Chris Howells)  

  

12H1399 above, 12H4395 below. (Chris Howells)  

  

Rubber gasket quite a bit smaller than cork  

  

It's possible the rubber would stretch to fit the front cover, but it would be very difficult to keep it in place. The cork is an easy fit, but 
note how it has to seal against a 'rippled' surface where the inner and outer plates have been attached together. Note also the very long 
bolt, cup washer and rubber bush. The pre-September 76 Parts Catalogue indicates a copper washer (or two) was used here with only 
this cup and bush on the rear cover, the September 76 on catalogue shows cup and bush being used on both covers. My 1973-spec 
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Gold Seal engine had them on both.  

  

When fitted the bush is pushed into the cup washer, and compressed as the bolt is tightened. The bush wants to squeeze outwards, but 
is constrained by the cup, so squeezes onto the bolt threads instead, as well as being pressed onto the face of the cover.  

  

The cork gasket would never fit the rear cover, being too large and thin to fit in the channel. As it is the rubber gasket is slightly too 
small. This has a flat face and a slightly rounded face, the rounded face fits in the channel.  

  

Lightly clamping it in place overnight stretches it. Note the round-edged pieces of wood so the face of the gasket isn't distorted.  
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When the clamps were released the gasket stayed in place, but leaving it unclamped for a while allowed it to regain its former size 
and pop back out.  

  

Oil burning via the breather: Adam's original (12H4395) and replacement (12H1399) covers. The strip of metal near the top left 
corner of the replacement cover is positioned over another set of holes. I suspect these are nominally the inlet, with the strip of metal 
acting as a shield preventing oil running down the walls from trickling in. The holes at the bottom draining any oil mist converted to 
liquid drops by the wire wool.  

If you have the problem and can't lay your hands on one of these alternative covers it seems to me you could weld a plate over the 
hole and drill your own holes along the bottom, although I'd remove the wire wool first, drill the holes in the right-hand half of the 
cover and be sure I had got all the swarf out, replace the wire wool, cut the plate to size, drill that before welding (to keep swarf out 
of the cover), then weld it to the cover. Or maybe weld a plate over the hole leaving just a narrow slot at the bottom.  

  

Peter Donlan's neat catch-bottle installation  
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Timing Marks 

4-cylinder   V8  

4-cylinder: The earliest arrangement - pointers below, but only at TDC, and 5 and 10 degrees before (Haynes).  
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Haynes calls this 'later arrangement' but it still has the pointers below, but additionally at 15 and 20 degrees BTDC (Haynes). This is 
the only arrangement that my workshop manual shows.  

  

However Peter Basher writing on the MGOC MGB Technical forum shows this version on his 1970 which appears to have four 
pointers.  
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The later arrangement - probably on all 18V engines - above and angled towards the alternator. Only shown in Haynes, but without 
the intervals, however they are at TDC and 5, 10, 15 and 20 degrees before as with the previous cover.  

  

V8: Pulley markings up to 10 degrees, at 2 degree intervals, for both BTDC and ATDC  
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The single pointer is adjustable, which on the face of it is simply to cater for different pulley sizes ... but!  

  

You can clearly see that when looking directly down on the pulley markings, there is a difference of about five degrees between fully 
out and fully in, which would have a significant effect on timing. My pointer was set fully in i.e. close to the pulley, but I'll have to 
check what that represents as far as true TDC goes.  
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Although I bought a modified timing pointer from Rimmers I can't find any way of mounting it to the new front cover, so have to 
fabricate my own. With the old engine, front cover and water pump at home, I decide to best place to mount one is on two of the 
lower water pump bolts - one that goes right through the front cover and the other just into it. With the original pointer (which I had 
lost, but found again when it came back with various bits from the engine man this week) I was able to make a card template, and 
from that cut one out of sheet metal. With the pulley (which I now have back as well) in the front cover I turn that so the original 
pointer is over the TDC mark then remove that and fit the new one, for final tweaking of bolt holes and pointer angle to be in the 
same position. As the water pump and crank are in the same positions relative to each other on both old and new covers, the new 
pointer does the job.  

  

Checking timing marks and adjusting the V8 pointer: Knock the ceramic insulator out of an old plug and insert a length of dowel. 
I was considering fixing the dowel in position, but opted to leave it sliding (but not loose) and marking it instead.  
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Ball-joint Splitter 

  
 
The Sykes-Pickavant ball joint separator as modified. The bolt has to be screwed in so far for the MGB ball joints that it starts 
making an angle with the lower arm it is bearing on. Despite its heavy construction I could feel the bending forces building up and 
feared it might shatter, just inches from my face. So I built-up the end of the lower arm so that as the bolt was screwed in, and due to 
the angles involved moves slightly down the arm from the hinge, its business end is always pretty close to a right-angle with the bit 
of the arm it is bearing on.  

May 2015: This type (66055000) is still available (at a price, around £25 from some suppliers but I have found one at £40!) but there 
are a number of others online at about £10. Some of these have a curved bottom arm, indicating that perhaps the bolt will always be 
square to the arm. Another has a recess so perhaps that will also be OK, but others have a straight arm so depending on the angle the 
two arms take up on your track-rod ends, they may or may not need modifying.  

There are also so-called 'direct acting' types which has the bolt bearing down directly on the pin of the track-rod end rather than a 
lever action, which wouldn't have the above problem, however I've always felt the flange that fits between the TRE and the steering 
arm is pretty thin on that type. My scissors type has a 19mm jaw, but is much beefier, so it doesn't matter if it only grips the outer part 
of the steering arm eye. But the direct-acting type would need to be as snug to the pin as possible to get the greatest area of the flange 
under the steering arm eye to spread the load. I've measured the pin on a TRE at just under 17mm, so a 17mm one would be the one 
to go for, not the bigger 19 and 23mm types.  

V8 Bearings  

The incorrectly orientated right-bank con-rods.  
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The pip and rib on each con-rod and end-cap. These must face towards the back of the engine on the left bank i.e. odd cylinders and 
towards the front on the right bank i.e. even numbers.  

  

Another view of the rib on the end-cap.  
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One side of the big-end is machined further than the other - B is machined more than A. The machined faces go towards each other 
on each pair of pistons, and have the pip and rib.  

  

Diagram showing how the con-rods and shells are offset towards each other.  
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Standard shells  

  

Main 1. The marking in the middle is where the oil hole is, more noticeable on this one than others for some reason. Some other 
scoring, possibly from debris flushed out of the passageways when first run that hadn't been removed properly in the workshop, 
something that has always bothered me - just how do you flush it properly? Speckling on all the bearings, not sure how or why.  

  

Main 1 Plastigauged at about 2.4 i.e. just inside the maximum 2.5 (false colour below the Plastigauge strip to make both the strip and 
the journal are visible).  
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Big-end 1. Apart from the speckling I'm amazed to see it shows so little apparent signs of wear after the thick end of 100k.  

  

Big-end 1 Plastigauged at about 2.2, again just inside the maximum of 2.3.  

  

Big-end 2, a little more signs of wear down the middle but little sign elsewhere except for chamfering of the top edge, which I now 
know to have been caused by the con-rods and shells being on the journals the wrong way round. Nicely inside at 2.0.  
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Main 2 is 2.0, again nicely inside. This is big-end 3 at 2.2 ...  

  

... and its journal - perfect, looks newly ground!  

  

Big-end 4 at 2.0, again so little wear except the chamfering on the top edge from being the wrong way round.  
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Centre main 3 at 2.5, right on the upper limit.  

  

Big-end 5 was 2.0 again, this is big-end 6 at 2.1.  

  

Main 4, the same scuffing as the others, at 2.4 just inside the upper limit.  
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Big-end 7 at 1.8, the smallest clearance of all.  

  

Big-end 8 at 2.1.  

  

Didn't remove the rear main as it is so closely tied up with the rear crank seal. Given the relative consistency of the others I'm hoping 
it is the same.  

V8 Exhaust Manifolds  

Heat Damage to Inner Wings  

Paired RV8-type gaskets. Alignment to the head ports good, but could do with being smaller to get a greater overlap:  
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Land Rover items ERR6733 - 3-layer steel shim with a flat central layer, and compressible bulges round the ports on the outer layers. 
The flat sections are 25 thou thick and the bulged sections 63 thou, in theory giving up to 38 thou of squish to cope with manifold 
flanges not being completely flat to the head:  

  

A better match to the head ports giving more overlap. Also two of the holes in each gasket (top left and bottom right here) are smaller 
and the bolts have to be screwed in, which means once the bolts are started in the head there is no scope for the gasket to move 
laterally as there is with other types:  
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Struts welded between flanges to stop them turning in towards the middle. Note the blow marks from the outer ports towards the 
middle. Note also that while an Allen bolt would be fine for the left inner lower hole (A), the right inner lower (B) is completely 
covered by the line of the right outer pipe (C):  

  

Very poor alignment of manifold ports to gasket holes (bear in mind alignment of gasket holes to head is good), all have some degree 
of obstruction. Note signs of blowing on the outers:  

 

Outer (right-hand here) port set back from inner, however it is aligned correctly so an extra gasket should be OK (actually an outer 
layer peeled off an old single gasket):  
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Vee had suffered from heat damage to the inner wings from the proximity of the exhaust manifolds, particularly on the off-side. It 
had caused the paint to burn off in the wheel arch, and eventually failed the MOT due to 'proximity to suspension components' even 
though there is a large hole just at that point for RV8 manifolds. I mentioned that and he said "They are supposed to be there, this 
isn't" and that was that: So I had welded in a patch and undersealed it both sides, and cut a section out of some stainless steel sheet 
from an old wooden door sill protector to cover the area inside the inner wing and act as a reflector, using a convenient tapped hole to 
attach it:  

  

I stopped the worst of the damage reoccuring, but you can see the dents in it from the exhaust manifold hitting it which sometimes 
happened at start-up and caused the original damage:  
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The other side not so bad but still there, so with the engine out and engine compartment stripped for a full body repaint I decided to 
something a bit better, and to both sides:  

  

I was looking for 'silvered' heat insulating cloth and after a long search found exactly what I was looking for from the MGOC - 
'Aluminium Cloth C068'. Not cheap at £30, but enough to do both wings several times over:  
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Initially I only covered the area of the damage, but when the engine went back in I realised the manifold extended further back than 
that and the rear half of the manifolds was not protected, and looked a bit odd. So with the engine out again for gearbox repair I 
decided to extend it. I was planning on completely replacing it, but the stainless pop-rivets I had used were really hard and just spun 
when attempting to drill them, so I settled for grinding the heads off just the rear three, slipping an additional section under that edge, 
and re-riveting:  
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V8 Inlet Manifold 

Previous tin gasket with 'open' hole in one corner, albeit no FRONT marking. Arrows show the offset heads and ports.  

  

New composite gasket with no open hole or FRONT marking, and seals round all the holes on one side only.  
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Showing the outlet from the filter going to the rear port on the pump cover.  
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Closeup showing how the oil gauge hose on later cars comes off the outlet port in the pump cover.  

  

Image from the V8 Workshop Manual Supplement showing how the oil gauge pipe came off the filter head on earlier cars. It also 
shows the hose coming from the oil cooler removed from the filter head and with a funnel (a) inserted to run oil backwards through 
the cooler and the pump to prime the pump, if you have forgotten to pack the pump with Vaseline on reassembly, but be warned ....  
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... mine at least has a long steel pipe coming off the front of the filter head and curving down, forwards and then across behind the 
grille before it joins to the hose from the cooler. There is no way you will be able to pull that back and angle it to get a funnel 
inserted.  
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V8 Oil Pump 

Pump Drive   Relief Valve   Gasket  

Pump Drive 

An old box-spanner tommy bar and a piece of old heater hose. The length of the tommy bar isn't critical, as long as the drill 
chuck is clear of the hole in the engine front cover. The hose is a snug fit over the end of the oil-pump drive shaft and prevents 
the tommy bar coming out of the drive slot.  

  

End of the tommy-bar shaped with an angle-grinder to fit the slot in the oil-pump drive shaft.  
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Tommy-bar partially inserted in the hose.  

  

Tommy-bar inserted the minimum depth. You can push it in further than this which puts more hose over the oil-pump drive 
shaft for greater security.  

  

Relief Valve 

Top SD1 V8 spring (part no 602067). Bottom MGB V8 BHH1348:  

  

Gasket 

Measuring how far the gears protrude, however the spec for this is 0.0018 thou whereas this shows a 3 thou feeler gauge 
inserted:  
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Two gaskets left over from Vee's engine rebuild in the bottom-end gasket kit. The one on the left (identical to one received from 
Clive Wheatley) is thin paper and measures 4 thou on my dial caliper, so perfect for the 0.0018 thou projection of the gears 
specified in the WSM, to give a 2 thou clearance between the gears and the end cover. The other is thicker paper and measures 
12 thou (which would give 10 thou clearance). As well as small additional holes top and bottom on the LH gasket the larger slot 
on the left is also a different shape, being slightly thinner and tapered at the top-left. The gasket on the right is an exact match 
for my original front cover. The old (i.e. used having been compressed) gasket removed from that is dark red one side and black 
the other and measures 12 to 14 thou in various places.  

  

What can happen with inadequate clearance: (RPI Engineering)  
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V8 Pistons 

With the engine turned to TDC on No.1 cylinder as shown by the crank pulley markings the tip of the rotor is directly over the bar 
between the vacuum capsule and the points plate.  

  

When withdrawn the screw of the drive gears has turned the rotor slightly anti-clockwise. Note that the V8 distributor turns 
clockwise with the engine running, not anti-clockwise as on the 4-cylinder engine.  
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First piston out.  

  

Head gasket, showing the four virtually equidistant head bolts around each cylinder (green), the 'extra' four (red), and signs of blow-
by on the centre two cylinders (yellow). This is despite the extra four having been tightened to only 25 ft lb last time.  
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Steering Column/Rack Alignment 

Early and mid-era columns   Later column  

The tool shown in the Leyland Workshop Manual  

  

Re-measuring my new RB V8 UJ - 1.2415" or 31.5mm. Done more carefully than before, I have laid a white pencil in the bolt holes 
so it will be lying at the bottom of the hole i.e. the middle of the pencil should equate to the middle of the hole. One caliper finger is 
over the middle of the pencil, and the other is resting in the middle of the spider, as judged from the concentric rings on the end-face 
of the cup.  
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The Moss tool as received, showing the relative positions of the two holes.  

  

Measuring from the tip to the centre of each hole 1.755" or 44.58mm ...  
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... and 1.177" or 30mm, so 1.5mm out for the RB UJ:  

  

About 1/8" misalignment on the roadster:  
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And after correction:  

  

Early and Mid-era columns: The column outer clamps 'A' and 'B', and the concertina bulkhead seal 'C'. 'A' also allows up and down 
movement for column UJ alignment, and when the two nuts on top of the heater shelf are slackened the whole bracket and clamp 
assembly 'B' will slide from side to side for horizontal alignment:  
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Later full energy-absorbing column: The UJ controls the position of the inner, and as the position of the inner in the outer is 
controlled by the upper bearing, the UJ also controls the position of the column brackets 'B' to the mounting points. The slots in those 
brackets allow a significant amount of fore and aft adjustment, as well as 'pivot' to move the UJ end of the column from side to side. 
Spacers between the column brackets and the mounting points control the vertical position of the UJ end of the column:  

  

Note my V8 column shaft has a notch for the UJ clamp bolt meaning the UJ can be attached to it in only one rotational position:  
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And the rack shaft is the same! This means that you can only correct steering wheel alignment by a combination of the position of the 
wheel on the shaft and the relative positions of the track-rod ends on the track-rods. By comparison the roadster rack shaft is grooved 
all the way round, meaning that the nearest rack/UJ spline can be used to correct steering wheel alignment in addition to the other 
methods:  

  

Plate (A), seal (B) and alignment gauge attached to column before refitting. Subsequently I chose to attach the plate and seal to the 
toe-board first, then push the alignment gauge (screw removed) on the end of the shaft through them. The plate at the bottom of the 
column is only tightened to the toe-board once the column has been aligned, it should not be used to force that end of the column into 
the correct position:  
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Column aligned, although with this later column you may need to leave a small gap between the tips or you may not get the clamp 
bolts through:  

  

V8 Front Cover 

New front cover (left) showing surplus holes.  
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Additional hole under distributor that needs to be blanked off.  

  
Deeper oil pump gear on the new cover (right), also original timing pointer mounting holes on the original cover (left) not present on 
the new.  

  

New timing pointer fabricated using the old cover and pointer as a pattern, and mounted using two of the water-pump bolts.  
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Modified distributor clamp placed over the original. The original has been painted white to show that when the parts that butt up 
against the distributor shaft are in line (A), part of one side has to be ground away to fit round a bulge in the cover (B), and the hole 
has to be slotted to allow the clamp bolt to be fitted (C).  

  

V8 Top-end Rebuild  

Inside the crankcase - very clean, a tribute to regular oil changes and pre-change flushing.  
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Unfortunately not visible with my old cheap camera, but the honing marks were still visible over most of the bore surfaces.  

  

Pistons and block cleaned up.  

  

Seats and valve in very good condition. Three inlets showed slight seepage with petrol poured in the inlets so were replaced as a 
precaution.  
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Camshaft in apparently very good condition, but it's difficult to tell wear without measuring.  

  

Tappets definitely with negligible wear - with a straight-edge across the lobe face there was only 1 or 2 thou dishing.  

  

Front cover cleaned up and repainted  
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Inlet manifold cleaned up and repainted - with Plastikote!  

  

Which port goes to which cylinder: The effect is that each carb is used alternately to give a steady flow.  
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Carb adapter ditto, mystery plug (arrowed) which no-one else seems to have ...  

  

... into the tiny balance tube between the two throats (arrowed) which others say they think they have.  

  

Exhaust manifolds repainted, with braces between the ports.  

  

Poorly fitting exhaust manifold gaskets - barely half the width overlapped and the other half obstructing the flow ...  
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... virtually no overlap on this one!  

  

Composition gaskets deform and crack - very poor.  

  

Nearly there.  

  

V8 Timing 

Note how No.1 plug lead (red) is on the cap between the coil lead and the vacuum capsule. Note also how the lead for No.3 (yellow) 
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is between the leads for Nos. 5 and 7 where they go through the comb on the rocker cover, i.e. they are not in numerical order 1, 3, 5 
and 7 as one might expect. This is because 5 and 7 are adjacent in the firing order and if the leads run close together when 5 fires it 
can generate a small spark in 7, which can be enough to initiate combustion in 7 significantly before it is due i.e. way too far 
advanced. This image also shows how the leads for the even-numbered cylinders leave the cap at right-angles, whereas those for the 
odd-numbered cylinders are straight.  

  

 

  

However I discovered my leads have been one position clockwise for a long time, which isn't as noticeable as it would be on the 4-
cylinder. In this position with the engine turned to TDC on No.1 cylinder as shown by the crank pulley markings the tip of the rotor is 
directly over the bar between the vacuum capsule and the points plate, whereas it should be closer to the notch in the body (arrowed).  
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When withdrawn the screw of the drive gears has turned the rotor slightly anti-clockwise (the 'book' says 30 degrees, but mine only 
moves 25 degrees), and should be directly over the notch. Note that the V8 distributor turns clockwise with the engine running, not 
anti-clockwise as on the 4-cylinder engine.  

  

This puts leads 1 and 8 either side of the front cap clip, instead of leads 4 and 8. Originally these MGOC silicone leads had all 
straight connectors at the cap end, which due to the tilt of the cap pressed the leads going to the even-numbered cylinders up against 
the bonnet which I wasn't happy with. I'd had no problems, but I took four right-angle connectors off an old set and the straight ends 
of the MGOC leads are a neat push-fit into those. Incidentally these leads have now done nearly 100k and 20 years!  
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Valve Clearances with a dial-gauge  

Trial fit of a plate for the magnetic base of the dial-gauge, secured to the exposed threads of the two end cylinder-head studs. The 
plug leads have been moved out of the way, the plugs themselves will also be removed to make turning the engine easier.  

  

Positioned with the dial-gauge plunger resting on the valve-end of a rocker.  
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The measurements will be taken with the rocker fully up, so the fact the top of that end of the rocker isn't flat and smooth makes no 
difference, as the dial-gauge won't be moved between measurements.  

  

The strict rule-of-nine point. The actual reading is immaterial, it is the comparison between this rotational position of the engine and 
cam with another that is important.  
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A few degrees one side of the strict rule-of-nine point, and 0.035mm or 1.4 thou greater clearance.  

  

Out of interest a comparison with the valve end of the rocker pushed fully down to indicate the clearance: 0.4mm or 15.7 thou.  
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Timing Chain Tensioner  

The Rolon item with the Allen key bolt, and the slipper pad the same size as the slipper base.  

  

The Renold item - no Allen key bolt, and the slipper pad is longer than the slipper base. However the Renold name is stamped in the 
reverse direction to mine and would be upside down when fitted.  

  

Another Renold item with the location dowel having a much larger hole than the Renold item below, and the plastic spacer. Also 
showing the spacer plate for use with single-row chains, and the gasket, which all tensioners should be supplied with.  
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This looks like a failed Renold item from the part of the name that is visible, and the slipper pad overlapping the ends of the backing. 
The slipper pad has come off the backing and allowed the backing plunger to come out of the body, potentially very damaging if it 
happens at speed. However the identification marks are upside down compared to the Renold item above, and the overlap is 
triangular rather than rectangular.  

  

A Rolon item with the plastic spacer, same length slipper pad as slipper base, and obviously no dowel on the back.  
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Bee's tensioner before removal ...  

  

... Renold type - name under the lock-tab strip, no Allen key bolt, oil-way boss on the back (hole smaller than Rolon)  
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Slipper pad overlapping the ends of the slipper base  

  

Note the piston is offset behind the slipper pad, which puts it slightly offset one way to the single chain and slightly the other way to 
the duplex, so only one tensioner is needed for both types of chain.  
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Stepper mechanism with entry slot arrowed ...  

  

... limit teeth along the helix ...  
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... recess to lock the mechanism in position for installation  

  

... and slot so the mechanism can be pushed and twisted into place with a screwdriver against spring pressure.  
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Spring ...  

  

... peg (A) that passes through the entry slot and latches behind each tooth, and flat (B) so oil can pass from the entry hole in the body 
through the slipper to the chain.  
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Slipper pad barely worn ...  

  

... so reassembled - mechanism and spring fitted ready for insertion to body ...  
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... and slipper fully inserted ready for fitting to engine. Once mounted push the slipper back the remaining amount and it will pop 
forward to tension the chain. If you push the slipper back any further before mounting, the mechanism will rotate and the peg move 
from the locking position into the helix, and the slipper, mechanism and spring will fly out.  
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